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ABSTRACT 

A computer model which treats the fluid dynamic aspects of a 

transient fire in a two-room structure is described. In the model, 

the gas in each room is divided into two regions of uniform density: 

A ceiling layer which contains hot products of combustion, and a 

layer next to the floor which contains uncontaminated air. The fire 

plume entrains this fresh air, mixes it with hot combustion products 

and transports it to the ceiling layer. Flow through openings is 

described by a calculation similar to that used for orifice flows. 

Fire growth, heat transfer to the walls, and other important 

features of a fire are described by ad hoc selection of parameters. 

The thickness and temperature of the ceiling layers and the 

rate of flow of hot and cold air through opening are calculated as a 

function of the time by numerical integration of ordinary differential 

equations derived from the conservation laws of mass and energy. 

A number of examples are presented to illustrate the use of the 

program and some general scaling rules for the initial stages of 

a room fire. 
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coefficient of plume mas s flux 

orifice coefficient for cold flow 
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distance from floor to fire source 

constant for length scale in fire plume 
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specific heat at constant pressure 

constant for velocity in fire plume 
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length scale for velocity distribution in fire plume 
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pressure 

heat input from fire 

reference heat input 

heat transfered to ceiling and walls 

total heat and enthalpy flux into lower layer 

total heat and enthalpy flux out of ceiling layer 

radial distance from plume center 

floor area 

time 

temperature 

floor-to- soffit height of opening between two rooms 

floor-to-sill height of opening between two rooms 

soffit height for i-th opening in j-th room 

sill height for i-th opening in j-th room 

distance from floor to ceiling-layer bottom 

velocity 

upward component of velocity in fire plume 

vertical distance from fire source 

density 

temperature difference. (T - T ) 
00 

room 1 

room 2 

outdoors 

Superscript 

Dimensionless quantities are defined on the following page. 
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Reference Quantities for Dimensionless Variables 

length 

area 

+ . .. lme 

density 

pressure 

temperature 

mass flux 

heat or enthalpy flux 

hI 

51 

SI/(hl Vghl) 

Poo 

p
oo

ghl 

T 
00 

P ooh l 2ygh1 

P C T h l
2

YghI 
00 P 00 

Dimensionless Variables 

m. = m i / (poohI2~) 
1 

m
hi = ~i / (p ooh12 JiIii) 

q. = 
1 

q./(p C T h
l

2 jgh
l

) 
loop 00 

Note That: 

qhi = qhi / (pooCp T oohl2 .Jgh l ) i = I for room 1 

y -i - Yi / hI i = 2 for room 2 

Phi = Ph· / P 1 00 

p.* = (p. - p ) / (p gh 1) 
1 1 00 00 

p.* = Phi - 1 1 

mE = mE / (p
oo

h
l

2 
jghl ) 

m f = mfCp 
T /Q 

00 

m J = m J / (p 00 hi 2 j gh 1 ) 

Q 2 = Q / (p C T hi .J gh 1 ) 
00 P 00 

S2 = S2 / SI 
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Dimensionless Variables (Cant.) 

t = h 1Jgh l tlS I 

Q R * = Q R I (Poe CpT oeh 12 Jgh1 .) 

t* = t Q *1/3 
R 



Changes Made in Room Fire Model Program 

1. Some errors in "FLOW Z" subroutine are corrected. 

Z. Some changes were made in "PRESS" subroutine to insure 

iterative convergence. 

3. Subroutine "ADMASS" was added. See paragraph 9. 

4. Different outdoor pressures may be specified for different 

openings through PAMB(M, N). M is for opening and N 

for room; e. g. PAMB{Z, 1) is the value for pres sure 

outside opening_ Z in room 1. If values for PAMB(M, N) 

are not assigned through the namelist IINAM 1", O. is 

assigned (default value). 

5. Flag FLPRT is changed to NFLPRT, an integer variable. 

Flags FPLOT 1 and FPLOT Z are combined to NPLOT: 

NPLOT = 0 

NPLOT = 1 

NPLOT = Z 

no plotting 

plot y 1 and PhI 

plot Yl' PhI' YZ and PhZ' 

6. Integration may be started with arbitrary initial condition, 

specified by the initial values: TI, for time; Y 11, YZI for 

ceiling layer heights; ROH 1I. ROHZI for ceiling-layer densi

ties P
Z

* and Pl*; PH, PZI for room pressures Pl* and PZ*. 

Default values are unchanged. 

7. Integration step size may be changed by specifying TM 1, 

TMZ, DT 1, DTZ, DT3 through namelist "NAM 1". 

8. Output format is changed so that (i) heat-input Q is printed 

in the first table, (ii) MHZl, hot-gas mass flow from room Z 

to room 1, is added in the second table, which is printed when 

NFLPRT = 1. 



9. SUBROUTINE ADMASS provides means for adding mass into 

room 1 and/or 2 which simulates mass addition (positive) or 

mas s subtraction (negative) through heating and air- conditioning 

ducts or by forced ventilation. FORTRAN variables used for 

this purpose are: 

Dimensionless mass addition rates through Vent M 

in Room N, 

CMADD(M, N) into fresh-air zone 

HMADD(M, N) into ceiling layer 

Temperature of air added into the fresh-air zone is assumed to 

equal the ambient temperature (.0 in the program). When HMADD(M, N) 

is positive (mass flow into the ceiling layer), dimensionless enthalpy 

flux QADD(M, N) must also be specified (default values is .0). When 

HMADD(M, N) is negative, the program assumes that the temperature 

of outflow is equal to the appropriate ceiling-layer temperature. 

The above variables are dimensioned as CMADD(5,2), HMADD(5,2) 

and QADD(5,2) in the program. Default values are all zero. 

ICMAD(N), lliMAD(N) are total number of fresh-air vents 

and hot-air vents, respectively, of room N. 

CMADD, HMADD, QADD, ICMAD and lliMAD are added in the 

namelist JlNAM 1 JI. 

Example: Consider a room with a ceiling level air-conditioning 

duct. Let the air flow into the room be enough to replace the air 

in the room N times in an hour. The flow rate is then w = 
a 

P N(SH/3600)m
3

/sec and the dimensionless flow rate is: 
CD 

HMADD(l,l) = wa /pooH2 ,JgIr 

= 3~OO (~) J ~ 
H 



Thus, if a room S = 3 x 6 m
2 

H = 3m and N = 3· 

HMADD(l, 1) ~ 10-
3 

If we consider a 60 kw fire in a room with a ceiling layer 

at 2 meters, Q*::o.o 0.01 and the dimensionless plume entrainment rate 

is about . 02. This flow rate is twenty times that of the vent and 

hence the vent flow will not be very important. If we examine 

very small fires, say 60 w, then the vent flow will be 1/2 of 

the plume entrainment flow and hence will be very important. 

Note that in its present form air is added or removed 

from one la ye r or the other and the location of the vent is not 

specified. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

A fire starts in a room of a multiroom structure. Hot gas rises 

from the fire, entrains fresh air from the room as it rises toward the 

ceiling in a plume and forms a layer of hot gas under the ceiling. This 

ceiling layer of hot gas gradually becomes thicker and finally starts 

to flow out under the door soffit into the next room. Under the influence 

of heat transfer from the fire and ceiling layer gas, the fire heat input 

grows exponentially and combustible material surrounding the fire is 

gradually heated. Finally some minutes after ignition, these uninvolved 

fuel elements begin to pyrolize rapidly, fire spreads through the com-

-
bustible products of pyrolysis and room flashover occurs. 

During the early stages of the fires, the heat released by the fire 

is large enough to keep the pressure in the room above that in adjoining 

rooms, and both hot and ambient gas flows out of the door. Later on, 

the pressure falls below the ambient value. Then, fresh air enters the 

room through the bottom of the door, to replace that entrained in the 

plume, and hot gas flows out of the top of the door. 

The hot gas flowing out of the fire room forms a ceiling layer in 

the adjoining room which thickens until hot gas can flow on into rooms 

further from the fire. 

The spread of fire described above is complicated by processes 

such as radiant and convective heat transfer, the growth of the fire 

area and heat input rate, and the ignition and remote burning of products 

of pyrolysis. In the present paper we have chosen to examine some of 

the fluid dynamic aspects of the overall fire spread problem involving two 

rooms with arbitrary openings to the outside and a single opening con-

necting the two rooms. In addition, we assume that the gas in each 
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room is divided into a hot region near the ceiling, the ceiling layer, 

and a cooler layer near the floor. This two-layer model is a rough 

approximation of the actual temperature profiles observed in real fire 

situations and its use greatly simplifies the calculations. 

We do not attempt to calculate some important processes. For 

example, we will treat as given functions of the time,. the fire heat 

input rate and the heat transfer rates from various regions of the 

gas. We have ignored the spreading process of the thin hot gas layer 

along the ceiling immediately following the inpingement of the fire plume 

or the door plwne in the adjacent rOOIn. Instead, in keeping with the 

two layer model, we asswned that the hot gas s~reads instantaneously 

over the ceiling as soon as the plume hits it. Therefore, our model is 

not appropriate for describing the ceiling layer in a long corridor without 

obstructions. However, long corridors with sizable obstructions across 

the ceiling may be treated by our model as a series of rooms with 

large openings. 

The model described here will be used with other more detailed 

Inodels of a room fire to develop a multiroorn fire spread model. 

A description of the physical bases. of the mathematical model is 

given in Section 2 and a brief explanation of the numerical techniques, 

in Section 3. A number of examples are presented in Section 4. 

These results illustrate the use of the program, the sensitivity of the 

solutions to several of the modeling parameters and suggest some 

general ideas concerning time scales for room fires. 

The Appendix contains a detailed description of the numerical 

program and a numerical example. 

This report revises and extends material presented in a previous 

report dated January 1978. 
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2. PHYSICAL BASES FOR MODELING 

The elements of the present model are presented in this section. 

These are: a fire of given, time dependent, heat input rate; a turbulent 

buoyant plume in which cool air is entrained, heated, and transported to 

the ceiling layer; the flow through openings under the influence of a hydro

static pressure field; and entrainment by the gas flowing through the opening. 

Given a mathematic model for these elements and equations for conservation of 

mass and energy applied to each layer, we can develop a numerical calculation 

for the pre~sure, temperature, density and height of each layer in the multi

room model. The work described here concerns a two room situation. General

ization to more rooms is possible but does lead to algebraic complexities. 

In the following paragraphs we describe the physical bases for the 

various subprograms of the calculation and give a brief derivation of the 

conservation laws. 

I. Entrainment 

The primary source of entrainment is the fire plume which acts as a 

pump to move air up into the ceiling layer. The fire plume is well enough 

understood that the plume produced by weak and physically small fires can be 

described adequately; larger fires can not be treated yet with any confidence. 

We use the conventional Boussinesq treatment, described below in Section A, 

for all fires regardless of size. 

Entrainment at an opening is even less well understood. We describe 

two entrainment mechanisms and discuss the ad hoc entrainment model used in 

the present computer subprogram in Section B. 

(A) Fire Plume. 

The model used to describe the fire plume is based on that described by 

Turner, Taylor and Morton (Ref. 1) and it makes use of the Boussinesq 
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approximation that density differences are small enough that they can be 

ignored everywhere except in the buoyancy terms of the momentum equation. 

The fundamental assumption concerns the rate of entrainment of fresh air 

by the plume. 

When the results of Yokoi (Ref. 2) are used to determine the constant 

that appears in the entrainment assumptions, the turbulent fire plume can be 

characterized by the following equations: 

D.T 
m 

Too 

w 
m 

/gZ 

tv -= 
Z 

.R.T 
-= 
Z 

and 

= 
D.p 

m --= C (Q*)2/3 
T 

= C (Q*)1/3 
v 

C.R. 

C.R. 
t 

w -= 
w 

m 

2 exp {-(r/.R. ) } 
v 

C ~ 3.8 
v 

C.R. = O. 125 

1.15 

Here the subscript (m) refers to conditions on the centerline of a plume 

.(la) 

(lb) 

(Ic) 

(ld) 

(le) 

(If) 

", 

with Gaussion distribution of velocity w , temperature and density T and p. 

Length scales for the radial distribution of temperature differences 

D.T = T-Too and velocity are .R. t 
and .R. 

v 
The parameter Q* is a dimension-

less measure of the rate of heat input from the fire and is given by 
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0* = a/p./iZc T z2 
00 P 00 

The height above the fire is Z. 

Measurements made far above the fire. where Z is large compared 

with the diameter of the fire D and density differences are small. are in 

good agreement with the predictions made from this representation. 

Given these approximations. we can show that the mass-averaged 

temperature and density in the plume are: 

and mass flow in the plume at height Z is 

2 
= p W TTl, 

00 max v 

or 

a 
rrtEc T P 00 

(2a) 

(2b) 

A development similar to that outlined above for the axisymmetric 

plume can be carried out for the plume above a line fire. The only 

new parameter is the fire length ~ and we again use a dimensionless 

heat addition parameter O 2* which is based on the total heat released 

by the fire: 

a * = 2 
a 

pC T JgZ ~Z 
P 00 

a = total heat addition rate. 
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The plume equations are based on the assumption of a Gaussian distribution 

for velocity and temperature with a scale 1.. The model equations are: 
v 

ATm2 
T 

AT 
T 

co 

00 

CT2 = 2.6 

C 1.2 = o. 14 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The values of constants are much less certain here than for the axi-

symmetric case, and again, the Boussinesq approximation has been used. 

(B) Door Jet 

The two situations in which strong entrainment was observed by a stream 

flowing through an opening are illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure la, a hot 

jet flows under the soffit of an opening and impinges on the ceiling layer 

of an adjacent room. The jet entrains gas from the cooler region of this 

room during this process and under some conditions the entrained flow will 

be larger than the flow through the door. Entrainment by this jet is modeled 

in the RJET Subroutine and the notation is described in the figure. 

Insufficient data is available now to permit an accurate estimate to be 

made of this entrainment rate. Hence, the algorithm used here is viewed as 

a first very crude model which is useful to us in the development of the 

program, but which must be improved substantially. 
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We have observed in salt-water /water modeling experiments that the 

entrainment rate increases as the distance (Y2 - y 1) increases. In the model 

we normalize this distance by (Yu - y 1) which corresponds roughly to the 

initial scale of the doorjet. In addition. we found in the salt-water/ 

water model work that entrainment stopped when Y2 approached the average 

of y 1 and Yu' We have arbitrarily chosen to normalize the length 

Yj == [Y2 - ~ (Yu + Y1) ] by the distance (h2 - YI)' Here h2 is the height 

of room two. The resulting equation for the entrained flow is: 

The constant C
J 

has been taken to be I, and R
jet 

is the ratio of 

entrained mass flow rate to the rate of mass flow out of the opening. 

By analogy, the entrainment rate for the flow shown in Figure lb 

The neutral buoyancy point is close to (Yu + Y 1 )/2 for this case, which 

is only of interest when YI < Yt' This flow program has not yet been 

included in the subroutine. 

II. Flow Through an Opening 

(5) 

(6) 

Calculation of flows through an opening connecting spaces with differing 

static pressures is approached in the same manner as that used to calculate 

orifice flow. Consider the situation shown below in Figure 2. We assume 

that Pi > P
k

, that the flow from (i) to (k) s"!,parates from the walls 
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Figure 2. Flow Through on Opening 

to form a jet, and that the pressure at the vena contracta in the jet is 

P
k

. The d~amic pressure in the jet can be found from the Bernoulli 
. 

equation for an incompressible flow from a stagnation pressure of magnitude 

Pi to a static pressure Pk : 

Given V. from equation (7), the mass flux from (i) to (k) through an opening 
1. 

of area A is: 

The coefficient C. is the flow coefficient which is most simply under-
01. 

stood as the ratio of the cross section area at the vena contracta to the 

(7) 

area of the opening. However, it is also used to take into account errors in 
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this simple calculation due to viscous effects and geometric effects. 

If the pressures p. 
1. 

and P
k 

are functions of position, as they are 

in our problem due to hydrostatic effects, we must use an integral over the 

opening area. The pressure difference can be written as a function of eleva-

tion y as 
Y 

Pi - Pk = (P io - Pko ) - f (Pi - Pk) g dy = C!.P ik 
a 

and the corresponding mass flow rate as 

bey) dy 

Here, bey) is the width of the opening, y is the vertical coordinate and 

(8) 

(9) 

g the gravitational constant. The integral is taken over the region between 

the highest (or upper) extent of the door Yu' and the lowest extent y~. 

The pressure difference across the wall separating two rooms can change 

in sign as we move from the floor to the ceiling for physically reasonable 

flow situations. For example, consider the example shown in Figure 3B. 

Here each room is assumed to be divided into two regions, the densities of 

the gas in the lower regions arep~, and in the upper regions are PhI and Ph2 

respectively. In addition, we assume that for this case Poo > Ph2 > PhI' The 

pressure difference across the wall which is produced by hydrostatic effects 

when the value at the floor is negative is shown in Figure 3A. Between the 

floor and Y1' the density difference is zero and we see from equation (8) 

that the pressure difference must be constant. Between YI and YZ' the density 

difference (PhI- P 00) is negative and consequently the pressure difference must 

increase. The position of zero difference is at y which is called the neu-
a 

tral buoyancy point. Above yZ' the density difference, (PhI- PhZ)' is still 
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negative but we have assumed it to be less so and hence the slope is larger 

in this region. 

The direction of mass flow through an opening in the situation described 

in Figures 3A and 3B will be from room (2) to room (1) if the opening is 

below y and in the opposite direction if it is above y. Both flows can be 
o 0 

calculated from equation (8) but choice of subscripts (i) and (k) and the 

direction of the flow will be fixed according to the sign of the pressure 

difference. 

Rather than carrying out numerical integration of terms such as those 

in equations (8) and (9) for each opening and'each time step, we have chosen 

to carry out the integrals analytically for a number of special cases and 

for three general families of density/pressure distributions. Because of our 

use of the two layer model for the density distribution in a room, the density 

differences which appear in equation (8) take on various constant values over 

the room height. For the exampl~ in Figure 3 the pressure and derivative of 

mass flux are: 

(a) For 0 ~ y ~ Y1' Region IV: 

and 

=!::,p 
o 

dmZ1 --= 
dy c oZ hb.p opOC: b (y) 

(b) For Y1 < Y ~ Yo' Region III 

P = ~P 
1 0 

(10) 

( 11) 
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and 

(c) For Yo < y ~ Y2' Region II 

(12 ) PI - P = (poo - PhV (y - Yl ) g - ~o 2 

and . 
dm12 --= Col i2P1 g (poo - Pht (Y - Yo) b dy 

and finally 

(d) For Y2 ~ y, Region I 

Pi - Pk 
= - (PhI - Ph2) 

(l3 ) 

and 

Given an opening which includes any of the regions I to IV of Figure 3, 

the mass flux can be calculated from the appropriate equation given above. 

For example, consider the situation shown in Figure 3b where an opening has 

its upper bound in region II and lower in region I. The mass flux from 

lower (cool) region of room (2) into the lower region of room (1) is given by 

carrying out the integral of (3) from Y1 to Yo' If we assume that b(y) is a 

constant b, the mass flux for the region y~ $ y < Y1 is: 

(14a) 
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and that for Yl < y < Yo is 

(14b) 

The total mass flux from cooler region of room 2 into the cooler region of 

room 1 is the sum of the two terms in equation 14. 

Similar algebraic relationships have been developed for the flow out 

of the hot region of room 1 into the hot region of room 2. For the special 

case considered here, the flow through the opening between y and y is 
o u 

(l4c) 

Ten relationships of this form must be considered for the pressure/density 

distribution shown in Figure 3 and identified as Case 1.1. 

These are defined in the table of Figure 3. Thus, when Yu is in 

Region I, Yl may lie in Regions I, II, III, or IV; when Yu is in region II, 

Yl may lie in regions II, III, or IV; and so on. In each of the 10 examples, 

algebraic expressions such as those given in equations 14a, 14b and 14c have 

been developed. They are identified by the code shown in Figure 3 and this 

code is also used in the computer program to identify the case in questions. 

For cases in which the opening geometry includes the neutral 

buoyancy point, flow in both directions will be present. This situation 

is illustrated in Figure 3B for Case 1. 1. 2. 1. The geometry of the 

flow near the door is complex and we expect that some dependence of 

the flow coefficient on opening geometry will occur to produce deviations 

from our simple model. Extensive measurements have demonstrated that 

the flow field sketched in Figure 3B is a reasonable model of real flows. 
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~e have assumed in dra~ng the pressure versus elevation curve 

shown in Figure 3 that the density in the ceiling layer of room 2 is 

greater than that in room 1; i. e. 1 that Phl ~ Ph2. Two other variations 

of the pressure distribution are possible with this density distribution 

and these are shown in Figures 4A and 4B. In Case 1. 21 Figure 4A1 

the. neutral buoyancy point Yo lies above Y2 whereas in Case 1. 1 it 

lies between y 1 and y 2' Case 2 shown in Figure 4B covers the situa-

tion for which the pressure difference at the floor level is· positive. 

Bookkeeping of a new type must be developed to account for the 

complex flow of Case 1. 2. Here l hot gas flows out of hot region of 

room I into hot region of room 2 for (y > y ). 
o 

However I we also 

have a hot flow from room 2 into room I for Yo > Y > y 2' FinallYI 

a cool flow moves from lower region of (2) to the cool region of (l) 

for Y2 > Y > y J/ In our treatment of this flow1 we arbitrarily assume 

that the flux of hot gas from room 2 into room 1 (for Yo > y > Y2). 

flows into and mixes instantaneously with the hot gas in the upper 

. layer of room 1. Experimental work is required to check the validity 

of these flow field assumptions. 

The flow field and calculations of the situation described in Figure 

4B are relatively straight forward and approach closely to conventional 

orifice flows. 

~e must also deal with situations in which the density inequality 

is reversed l i. e. 1 when PhI> PhZ. This change in density distribution 

will prim.arily affect the sign of the slope of the pressure versus eleva-

tion curves for positions above Y2' Pressure distributions for the three 
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cases we need to examine are shown in Figures 5A and 5B. Note that 

Case 1. 1. 0 corresponds to Case 1. 1; Case 2.0, to 2; and Case 1. 2. 0, 

to Case 1. 2. 

Finally. we must consider situations in which the ceiling layer 

in room 2 is below that in room 1. For this situation, the computer 

has been instructed to reverse the indices I and 2,. and calculate mass 

fluxes as before. 

The mass flow rates corresponding to' the conditions desctibed by 

the pressure distribution shown in Figures 4 and 5 have been treated 

in the same manner as the example shown .in Figure 3. Equations 

similar to equations 10 through 14 have been developed and are included 

in the computer program in the Flow 1 and Flow 2 sections. 

ill Equations of Conservation of Mass and Energy 

Suppose that a small fire is going in room 1 and room 2 is con-

nected to room 1 through one opening. Rooms 1 and 2 may have other 

openings to outdoors. Symbols are also defined in Figure 6. 

I Case 1. 1. 0 

Y02 ~ yJ. I 

II I 1. 1. O. 1 

---- Y2 m 
YOI nz 

II ' 1. 1. 0.2 

ill 1. 1. O. 3 

Y, 
--g: 

IV 1 1. O. 4 

I V 1. 1. O. 5 

~PO P,-~ 

5A. Case 1. 1. 0: Modification of Case 1. 1 with PhI > Ph2 
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I 

Yo 
II-

--- Y2 
1II 

Y. 

Case 2.0 

~ Yt I 

I 2. O. 1 -

II 2.0.2 

III 2.0.3 

IV 2.0.4 

SB. Case 2.0: Modification of Case 2 with PhI> Ph2 

r 

-- Y2 

Case 1. 3 

~ Yt I II 

n I 1..3.1 3 

--- Y1 
II 1.3.1.2 1.3.2.2 

m- III 1.3.1.1 1.3.2.1 

5C. Case 1. 3: Modification of Case 1. 2 with PhI > Ph2 

Figure 5. Opening Flow Calculation Scheme for PhI> Ph2 . 
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The equations for mas s and energy balance for the ceiling layer and 

the lower layer in room I are given below. Equations 15a and bare 

the continuity equations and 15c and d are equations for the internal 

energy of the gas in each layer. The dyl/dt terms are included to 

account for the work done by pressure forces on the moving interface. 

( 15a) 

(I5b) 

(15c) 

(I5d) 

Here rill and ~I a.re the algebraic sums of all mass flows through 

openings, and ci l and cih1 represent the sums of enthalpy fluxes through 

openings and heat transfer by convection and radiation into the respective 

regions. 

The pressure within the room varies because of hydrostatic effects 

by terms of the order of pgh and thus errors of the order of pgh 

compared to a mean value PI are made if the hydrostatic terms are 

omitted. However, 

for h = 8 ft. Hence, we can neglect these hydrostatic effects here and 

in the equations of state, which may be written as 
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when we also assume that ~ = R. Replacing PI T I and PhI Thl by 

p/R in equations (l5c) and (I5d) and adding the resulting equations, 

we obtain an equation for PI of the form: 

cihi + Q) 

The temperature and hence the density in the lower region changes 

with pressure changes in the room and also because of heat transfer 

to the lower layer. The relative magnitude of the pres sure variation 

is very small in most cases of practical interest. The heat transfer 

to the lower layer air is by mixing of hot outgoing gas and cold incoming 

air and by convective heat transfer from the floor and walls that are 

heated by radiation from the fire, the hot ceiling-layer gas and the walls 

and ceiling in contact With the ceiling layer gas. If all these effects 

are negligible, then T 1 and PI are equal to Too and P 00' respectively, 

of the ambient air. For simplicity, this is assumed to be the case in 

our numerical program. Then the system of differential equations (15) 

reduces to: 

( I6a) 
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For the purpose of subsequent discussion. we introduce the 

dimensionless variables defined in the list of sym.bols. 

Then the pressure equation may be written as 

dp * I 

dt 

( I6b) 

(l6c) 

Here qi and qhI are functions of Yl' PhI and PI*. For any reasonable 

hI' we get 

P ghI/('YP ) 
00 00 

2 
= ghi/(sound speed) «l 

Hence. we can neglect the pressure term and this differential equation 

is reduced to the algebraic relationship: 

~1 - qhI + Q = 0 

Consequentally. at any time PI * is determined such that this static 

equilibrium condition is satisfied. Thus the set of equations (16) that 

describes the time-evolution of the ceiling layer becomes 

- m E (l7a) 

( 17b) 

(l7c) 
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A similar set of equations is obtained from the conservation equations 

of mass and energy in the second room: 

(l8a) 

( 18b) 

= 0 (18c) 

Dimensionless variables for the second ,room are based on the same 

parameters as were used to normalize corresponding variables for 

room 1. The latter definitions are presented at the top of page 21. 

For example, 

and in addition 

and 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF COMPU TER PROGRAM 

The equations 17 and 18 have been programed for numerical 

solution and are written below in terms of the dimensionless variables. 

They are listed without overbars for brevity and terms such as ~I 

have been written in more detail than before. 

dy 1 . ] Q * -1/3 
dt* = [miZ + ~ m(j. 1) - mE R 

J 

d~* [(I-Yl) PI*J = {mIZ - ~IZ + m hZI + ~ [mO.l} - ~(j. 1>J. 
J 

+ mfQ} QR*-1/3 

dyZ [ . ] 1 
dt* = -mIZ + ~m(J.Z) - mJ. QR*~I 3/Sz 

J 

(19a) 

( 19b) 

( 19c) 

d!. [(hZ- YZ) PZ*J = {mIZ - ~IZ. + m hZI + L: [mU.?) (I9d) 

mlZ + L: mU. 1) -
j 

where 

j 

- ~(j. Z)]} QR*-I/3 IS
Z 

(ZOa) 

(ZI) 

In the above equations. m IZ is the flow of fresh air from room 

Z to room 1. ~1Z is the flow of hot gas from room 1 to room Z. 

m(j. i) is the flow of fresh air from the outdoors into room i through 

j-th opening. and ~(jJ i) is the flow of hot gas escaping from room i 

to the outdoors through j-th opening. The fuel mass parameter m
f 

is 
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as sumed to be a kn own parameter. The heat losses Owl and 0w2 

are given in terms of specified constants C LSI and C LS2 as: 

The mas s flow entrained into the fire plume mE is computed 

with the aid of the notation illustrated in Figure 6 in the following 

manner. The height of the fire above the floor is Ch , the height of 

(22a) 

(22b) 

the ceiling layer is y I' and the difference (y 1 - C
h

) is the plume height 

y which corresponds to Z in the description of the plumes given earlier 
p 

in the discus sion of entrainment in Section B-I. Axisymmetric and 

line -plumes are included in the plume subprogram. In terms of the 

parameters defined above, the equation for the axisymmetric case can 

be rewritten as: 

01/3 5/3 = Cmp YP 

The mass flow rates m I2 , ~I2' m(i, j) are known functions 

of y I' y 2' PI >:<, P2 *, PI *, P2 * when the dimensions of openings are 

given. Thus, at any time step, if YI' Y2' P I *. P2* are known, then 

PI * and P2"" and hence all mass flow rates are determined by solving 

the two algebraic equations (20a, b). Thereafter all derivatives are 

evaluated from equation (I9a ....., d). 

(23 ) 

Numerical solution of the four ordinary differential equations for 

ceiling-layer heights and densities, and the two nonlinear algebraic 

equations for pressures are coded in FORTRAN IV to be executed by 

an IBM 370/158 computer at the CIT Computing ·Center. 
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At each time step, the nonlinear algebraic equations are solved 

by a numerical Newtons method to obtain the pressures and hence the 

mass and energy fluxes through the openings, and then the differential 

equations are solved by a CIT library routine which incorporates the 

fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method, the Adams-Moulton predictor

corrector formula, and a provision for automatic control of truncation 

error. 

Details of the computer program are described in the Appendix 

and a detailed description is given of the calculation which leads to 

the first example discussed in the next section and presented in Figure 

7. Numerical values of various parameters calculated for this example 

are presented in Appendix E. 
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this section, we will discuss the behavior of the ceiling layers 

in a number of one and two room configurations which are predicted by the 

program. Some results of general interest are obtained concerning the 

influence of several parameters and a number of examples are presented. 

Consider first a two room example which illustrates some of the 

capabilities of the program. The first room has a height h and has a 

closed window opening to the outside, which is modeled by an opening 

with O. 4 ~ y/h == y ~ 0.8 and a width b = 0.0025 h. The door which 

connects the two rooms is almost closed at first; it starts to open at 

t* = 10 and is completely opened at t* = 11. 5. The door height is 

0.8l3 H and for 0 < t* < 10 its width is 0.002 h. After t* = 11. 5, the 

door width is 0.375 h. Room 2 has the same area and height as room 1 

and is connected to the outside by an open door with height O. 813 hand 

width 0.375 h. 

The fire grows linearly from a very small value at ,.* = 0 to a 

value corresponding to Q* = O. 01 at 'T'* = 8. Heat losses to the walls 

in room 1 are 25 percent of the fire heat input rate and in room 2. they 

are 20 percent of the enthalpy flux through the door from room 1. 

The dimensionless ceiling layer interface heights y./h and density 
1 

ratios p./p values are shown in Figure 7 and numerical values for l3 
hl 00 

parameters are given in Section E of the Appendix as a function of t*. 

The ceiling layer interface height and density in room 1 fall rapidly 

for ,.* > 0 and continue to decrease until the door slowly opens. Small 

changes occur in the second room after ,.* = 2.4 when the ceiling 

layer in room 1 falls below the soffit of the door connecting rooms 

one and two. As the door is opened, i. e., 10 < t* < 11. 5, a 
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rapid flow of hot gas enters room 2 and the steady state values of the 

parameters are very nearly reached at 1* = 20. 

In order to put these parameters in dimensional form we must 

assign values to room height and etc. When we pick: height = H = 2. 5 m' 

floor area == S = 20 m
2 

and T = 20
0 

C, then: 
co 

Heat Input = Q = Q* (1. 11 x 104 kw). maximum value is 111 kw 

Time = T = ,.* (7. 52 sec) 

For these values, note that when the door is opened at about 75 seconds 

after the start of the fire, the temperature in the ceiling layer of the 

first room is already about 90
0 

C and that the interface of this layer 

is at about O. 8 m above the floor level. The time required after the door 

is opened for the excess hot gas in room 1 to flow into room 2 is about 

40 seconds. Final ceiling layer temperatures are about 200 0 C. 

In the following paragraphs we will first examine the e££ects of 

changing some of the parameters which appear in our program and then 

a number of examples. 
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Entrainment Parameters and Flow Coefficients. A number of con-

stants appear in the fire p1urn.e and door flow modeling equations and it 

is of interest to compare the sensitivity of the ceiling layer depth and 

density to changes in these parameters. In particular we are concerned 

with the sensitivity of the solutions to the choice of flow coefficients for 

the flow through the openings and the entrainment parameters for the 

plume and the door jet. We will examine the influence of the first two 

parameters for a single room with a fire with a heat input parameter 

-5 
which grows from 0 at T* = 0, to Q* = .01 or 10 at T* = 1. 0, and a 

single door with a soffit at ZU = O. 813 a width of ZB = 0.375. Consider 

first the door flow coefficients Chand C .. a oc Some unpublished experi-

mental data suggest that the values for these coefficients should lie in 

the range 0.6 to l. 0 and that for many configurations of interest the 

value is close to O. 60. 

The influence of the two orifice coefficients, C oc and Coh which 

appear in equations for the flow of cold air (i. e., the lower layer) and 

hot gas (the upper layer) through an opening is illustrated in table (I). 

Here, steady values of interface height and ceiling layer density are 

presented as a function of Q* and the flow coefficients. The steady values 

were obtained for dimensionless times of the order of 40 in all cases. 

Flow coefficients in the range 0.6 to 1. 0 and for Q* values of 10- 5 and 

10- 2 are considered. 

Changing both coefficients simultaneously from O. 6 to 1. 0 causes the 

ceiling layer interface height Yl to increase by less than 10 percent. 

The density ratio (PhI / P 00) for the smaller value of Q* is very close 

to one and the quantity (p 00 - PhI )/(p 00) is used for both cases to make 
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the changes easier to percieve. This density difference ratio decreases 

by less than 14 percent as the coefficients increase from 0.6 to 1. 0 for 

both values of Q* and this change is a result of the increase in y 1 which 

increases the entrainment in the plume and hence decreases the plume 

mass-averaged temperature. 

The last two columns of the table illustrate the changes produced 

when the coefficients are not of equal value. 

The variations in the interface level y 1 and density of the ceiling 

layer produced by a wide range of values of flow coefficients are less 

than.::!:. 6 percent for the conditions considered here. Hence. our solutions 

will not be critically dependent on the accuracy of the value used in our 

computations. We will use O. 60 for both coefficients. 

Table 1* 

Effect of Changing Flow Coefficients for Flow Through Opening. 

Q'" '" COH 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.6 1.0 

eoe 0.6 O. 7 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.6 

Yl/h .585 .600 .612 .613 .590 .625 

10- 5 
100(P 1 - PhI) .604 .578 .558 .520 .595 .530 

PI 

Yl/h .560 .577 .591 .613 .566 .604 

10- 2 
(PI - PhI) 

.396 .384 .374 .360 .391 .366 
PI 

~<Values for y /h :: 0.813 and b/h :: 0.375 
u 
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The effects of changing the plume entrainment rate constant Cmp 

on the interface height and ceiling layer density are shown in Table II 

for the same room and fire uses in the above example and with Q* = .01. 

Clearly, changing Cmp by factors of 2 produces appreciable changes in 

both parameters and hence Cmp must be known to within 10-20 percent 

to avoid serious errors. The value used in the other calculations de-

scribed here is O. 1865 which is satisfactory for describing the far field 

of a point source of heat. 

Finally, the influence of the constant C J used in the tentative model 

for entrainm.ent in the doorway by the ceiling layer jet was examined for 

C J = 1 14, 1 and 4. R,esults were obtained for a two room m.odel 

with identical doors (ZU :; YU :; 0.813 and BO :; ZB = 0.375} and for 

Q* = 0.01. The affect on Yl and PhI/PI of changing C J was negligible 

and because the interface height in the second room. fell below the critical 

value described in equation 5, Section lIB, entrainment by the door jet 

was zero for the steady state and had no influence on the steady values 

of Ph2 I P2 and y 2' However, during the transient entrainm.ent by the door 

jet was large and the influence of large changes in C J were observable 

but were never important. 

Table II* 

Effect of Changing Entrainment Rate Parameter Cmp. 

Cmp 

cmp 
Cm.ps 

.046 

. 71 

.64 

I 
4 

.093 

.65 

.51 

1 
2 

. 1865 

.56 

.40 

1 

.373 .746 

.45 .33 

.32 .29· 

2 4 

*Values for Yu/h = O. 813, blh = 0.375 and Q* = O. 01 as in Table 1. 
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Heat Input Rate, One Room. The influence of the dimensionless 

heat input parameter Q* on the transient behavior of the ceiling layer 

interface level and the density is shown in Figure 8 for a single room 

with a single door. For purposes of comparison~ the density is presented 

as the ratio DR == (p hIo - P hI)/(PhIo - PhI s) where P hlo is the initial 

value and P hI is the instantaneous value of ceiling layer density~ and 

PhIs is the ceiling layer density after the steady state has been achieved. 

The time scale is the parameter T(Q*)1/3 = T*. 

In this example, values of Q* of 10- 4 , 10-3 , 10- 2 and 10- 1 were 

examined. For the lowest three values of 9*, the time scale used here 
, 

T* does a reasonable job of reducing the three curves to a single curve. 

Curves not shown here, for smaller values of Q* are indistinguishable from 

-4 the Q* = 10 curves. Thus, T* is a useful scaling parameter for small 

fire s. However, for Q* > 10- \ the simple scaling of the time is no 

longer satisfactory and large deviations occur. 

The sharp break in the Y1 {T*} curve for Q* = 0.1 is a result of 

our use of a large time step in these calculations; however, a very rapid 

change in slope does occur when the pressure in the room changes sign 

and a smaller time step merely rounds off the sharp corner shown here. 

The ceiling layer depth approaches to within a few percent of its 

final value at T* R:: 5 for a11 four values of Q* where as much larger 

tiInes are required for the density ratios to reach their steady values 

-2 for Q* values below 10 . 

Opening Geometry. The effects of room scale, both floor area S 

and room height h, are contained within the dimensionless ceiling layer 

height Yl = Yl/h and time scale 
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* ( 6 hZ)1/3 t If ~2) 
T = \~ C T Jih 

00 p 00 

Hence, the results presented in Figure 8 are general with respect to 

these parameters. However, the door geometry which is described by 

its soffit height y and width b appear explicitly in the calculation and 
u 

will affect the transient and steady state results. The curves shown 

in Figure 9 illustrate the effect of reducing the height to the soffit (i. e. , 

the opening height) for Q* = .01. The development of the ceiling layer 

interface height appears to follow a curve independent of soffit height, 

y , Until a height close to the steady state level is reached. A rapid 
u 

deviation from the universal curve then occurs which is followed by a 

slight undershoot and an asymptotic approach to the final value. 

The density again takes much longer to reach the steady state 

value and the undershoot in y I /h is a result of the density in the ceiling 

layer being much higher than its steady value when y 1 first passes its 

steady state value. 

For all four of these examples, the ceiling layer interface heights 

vary from 70 to 75 percent of the opening height. In contrast when the 

door area is changed by changing the width h, a smaller change in height 

is required. Several examples of the steady state values for the latter 

example are given in Table III. 

Fire Geometry. The effects of changing the fire height from floor 

level to a point at h /4 is shown in Figure 10 for a dimensionless heat 

input parameter of Q* = .01 and the standard door opening. The transient 

time is almost equal to that for the standard fire position. Changes in 
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Table Ill. 

b YI Phi YI/Yu 

.094 .38 .44 .47 

. 188 .47 .54 .58 

.375 .56 .60 .69 

. 750 .63 .65 .77 

1. 500 .69 .68 .85 

Effect of Changing Opening Width in a One Room Case. 
YU = 0.813 H. 
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YI and (PhI/PI) result from the decreased entrainment of the fire plume. 

Similar results are shown in Figure 11 where a comparison is 

presented of calculations for the standard point source plume and for a 

line plume with some dimensionless heat addition rates. Time scales 

are still almost equal and gross differences in Yl and PhI/PI result 

from differences in plume entrainment. 

As a final example of the transient calculations for a single room 

with a door opening. the effects of using a fire with a heat input rate 

which varied exponentially is shown in Figure 12. The heat input for 
. 

the Exponential Fire is assumed to vary as 'Q* = Q* ref exp [. 01(t* - 64)} 

for 0 < t;'c < 64 where Q* f is a constant equal to .01 in this example, and 
re 

Q* and t* are our usual dimensionless heat input parameter and time. 

For t* > 64, Q* = 0.01. The abrupt changes for t* > 64 result from the 

sudden change in the slope of Q* (t*} at that time. 

In this example, the ceiling layer interface height decreases to 

about O. S4 of the room height and reaches this value around t* = 2S. 

This time appears to be about S times greater than that required for the 

corresponding times required for a fire with constant heat input. However, 

in the present case we have defined t* in terms of Q* f rather than the re 

instantaneous value of Q* given by the above equation. If we calculate 

values of T* based on the instantaneous value of heat input; (i. e. , 

T.* == T(Q*) 1/3) the time required for the ceiling layer depth to approach 
1 

its steady value is again about S. 

Two Rooms, Heat Loss. The influence of heat loss to the walls on 

the steady values of interface heights and ceiling layer densities is illustrated 
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in Table IV for the standard two room example. The fraction of the heat 

input from the fire removed by convection from the ceiling layer of 

room 1 is C LS1 and the fraction of the heat carried by the hot gas 

into room 2 which is removed by convection from the ceiling layer in 

room 2 is C LS2 . (These terms appear in the energy equations for the 

two ceiling layers given in Equations 20 and 22.) 

The effect on ceiling layer interface height of substantial convective 

los ses is no more than 5 percent. For example, compare y 1 values for 

lines (1). (4) and (5) or Y2 values for lines (1); (6) and (7) for examples 

where losses from either room 1 or room 2 alone are increased. When 

losses in both rooms increase simultaneously, e. g., lines (1). (2) and 

(3) the net effect on interface height in room 2 is larger. This is to be 

expected since the total heat available to increase the gas temperature 

in room 2 decreases by a factor of 4 for line (3) and compared to line 

1. 

The effect on the density in the ceiling layer of either room is 

large for all the examples. 



Effect of Heat Transfer to 

C LS1 
C LS2 

1) 0 0 

2) 0.25 0.25 

3) 0.50 0.50 

4) 0.25 0 

5) 0.50 0 

6) 0 0.25 

7) 0 0.50 

8) 0.25 0.50 

9) 0.50 0.25 

Q* = 0.01, Y = 0.813, u 

Room 2: Z = 0.813, u 
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Table IV 

Ceiling 

Yl PhI Y2 PhZ 

.495 .554 .587 .554 

.491 .621 .566 .686 

.480 . 7.02 .513 .827 

.489 . 619 .582 .619 

.477 .700 .572 .701 

.479 .556 .575 .625 

.500 .558 .552 . 717 

.493 .622 .537 .768 

.479 .702 .551 .760 

YL = 0, b = 0.375 

Zb = 0.375 C J = 1.0 
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Hospital Corridor Case. As a final example, consider a two 

room configuration in which the fire room, room I, is connected to 

a much larger room Z. The connection between the rooms is the 

standard door (ZU = 0.813 and ZB = 0.375). and room two is con-

nected to the outside only through a small leak (e. g., under a closed 

door) with an area about 6-I/Z percent of the area of this door. 

We arbitrarily assume that 40 percent of the heat input from the 

fire is lost to the walls in the fire room and ZO percent of the 

enthalpy flux to the second room is transferred to the walls. The 

heat input from the fire grows linearly to a value of Q* = O. 1 at 

1'* = 100 and remains constant thereafter. If the dimensions of the 

Z first room are a height hI = Z. 5 ni and an area SI = ZO m and, 

Z the dimensions of the second room are hZ = Z. 5 m and SI = ZOO m . 

Note that Sz = 10 S 1. For this example, t = 3. 5 1'* seconds. 

The ceiling layer interface heights and densities are shown in 

Figure 13. The interface height in the fire room (y 1) quickly falls 

to about 0.45 H and remains there until the interface height in room 

Z overtakes it at about 1'* = 75. For larger times we have yz < YI 

and yz approaches zero at 105 = 1'*. 

When 1'* > 75, we have a situation in which y Z < y 1 and 

PhZ > PhI' and we must use the pressure diagrams describ.ed in 

Figure 5 with subscripts 1 and Z interchanged to calculate the 

flows at the door between the rooms. 
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The behavior of Yl and Y2 for T* > 100 can be understood as 

follows. The plume entrains cool air and hence reduces y l' However. 

Y 1 will approach zero asymptotically because the entrainment rate is 

. I t 5/2 proportiona 0 y 1 In contrast cool air is removed from room two 

both by flowing into room I and by flowing out through the leak. 

The solutions are not reasonable when y 1 < O. I to 0.2 since 

the fire will extend into the ceiling layer and hence one would expect 

the heat input rate to be reduced. Also values of PhI less than O. I 

to 0.2 are not reasonable. Hence. the solution for T* >100 is at 

best more qualitative than that for earlier times. 
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APPENDIX 

The Appendix contains four Sections. In the first two Sections, 

A and B, a more detailed description is given of the computer program 

organization and notation. The various subroutines are described and 

parameters used in this description are defined again. 

The Fortran IV listing for the complete program, June 1978 

realization, is listed in Section C. 

Finally, a typical example is illustrated in Section D and detailed 

numerical values for 13 parameters are given in Section E as a function 

of t*. 
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A. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Numerical solution of six equations derived from the conservation laws -

four ordintary differential equations for ceiling-layer heights and densities 

and two nonlinear algebraic equations for pressures -- are coded in FORTRAN IV 

to be executed by an IBM 370/158 computer at the CIT Computing Center. 

At each time step, the nonlinear algebraic equations are solved by a 

numerical Newtons method to obtain the pressures and hence the mass and energy 

fluxes through the openings, and then the differential equations are solved by 

a CIT library routine which incorporates the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill 

method, ·the Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector formula, and a provision for 

automatic control of truncation error. 

The program, listed in Section D~ consists of the following subprograms: 

MAIN PROGRAM 

SUBROUTINE DATAIN 

SUBROUTINE DERIV 

SUBROUTINE PRESS 

SUBROUTINE F78 

SUBROUTINE FLOW 1 

SUBROUTINE FLOW 2 

SUBROUTINE GRAPH 

FUNCTION FIRE 

FUNCTION PLUME 

FUNCTION RJET 

FUNCTION DRO 

FUNCTION DRS 

and CIT library subprograms, not included in the FORTRAN listing 

SUBROUTINE MODDEQ 

plotting routines 
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MAIN PROGRAM is the executive program that calls other subprograms 

and also prints input and output data. The input data are read by SUBROUTINE 

DATAIN through a title card and a name list named NAMl. The title card con-

tains TITLE(lO) which is 40 character alphanumeric data to identify the case. 

The dimensionless variables and parameters included in the name list NAMl are: 

YU, YL, BO 

R2B, S2B 

QREF 

CS 

CFLS 1 , CFLS2 

CMP 

CR, CL 

COC, COR 

ICFD 

IDR 

CTl, CT2 

IMAX 1 , IMAX2 

ZU, ZL, ZB 

the heights to the soffit and sill and the width of the 
opening connecting two rooms. 

the floor-to-cei1ing height and the floor area of the 
second room. 

reference heat input from the fire 

time constant used in SUBROUTINE FIRE 

heat loss coefficients in the room land 2 

mass-entrainment coefficient used in SUBROUTINE PLUME 

length data used in SUBROUTINE PLUME 

CH = height from the floor to the fire source 

CL = length of two-dimensional fire 

flow coefficients at an opening for cold and hot flows 

flag used in SUBROUTINE PLUME 

ICFD = 1 two-dimensional plume 

ICFD = 2 axi-symmetric plume 

flag for the door routines 

IDR = 1 leads to FUNCTION DRO 

IDR = 2 leads to FUNCTION DRS 

time constants used in FUNCTION DRO and FUNCTION DRS 

number of openings to outdoors from rooms land 2 

heights to soffit and sill and widths of openings to 
outdoors. 

Two-dimensional array variable. First index runs from 



'!MAX 

NPRT 

FLPRT 

FPLOT 

FPLOT 1 

BMF 

EPSP, ITMAXP 
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1 to IMAX1 (or IMAX2) and second index is 1 for room 1 

and 2 for room 2 

maximum time for integration 

flag for printing. Computed results are printed at 
every NPRT time-step. 

flag for printing mass fluxes through openings 

FLPRT = 0.0 not printed 

FLPRT = 1.0 printed 

flag for plotting 

FPLOT = 0.0 SUBROUTINE GRAPH is not called 

FPLOT = 1.0 SUBROUTINE GRAPH is called 

flag for plotting 

FPLOT 1 0.0 plot for room 1 only 

FPLOT 1 = 1.0 plot for room 1 and 2 

fuel mass flow coefficient 

convergence limit and maximum number of iterations in 
SUBROUTINE PRESS 

If the values of variables are not specified through the namelist NAM1 

input, the following values are assumed in the program: 

YU = 0.813 YL = 0.0 BO = 0.375 

R2B = 1.0 S2B = 1.0 

QREF = 0.01 CS = -1.0 

eFLSl = 0.0 CFLS2 = 0.0 

CMP = 0.1865 COC = 0.6 COR = 0.6 

ICFD = 2 CH = 0.0 CL = 0.0 

IDR = 1 CT1 = -1.0 CT2 = 0.0 

IMAX1 = 0 IMAX2 = 1 

ZU (1 , 2) = o. 813 ZL (1 , 2) = O. 0 ZB(1,2) = 0.375 
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NPRT = 4 
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EPSP = 10-5 

FLPRT = 0.0 

ITMAXP = 5.0 

FPLOT = 0.0 FPLOT1 = 0.0 

This case corresponds to one interconnecting door of constant area 

between rooms 1 and 2, no other opening in room 1, one door to outdoors from 

room 2, axi-symmetric fire of constant strength on the floor, mass flows not 

printed, no plotting. 

SUBROUTINE MODDEQ, which is called from MAIN PROGRAM, in turn calls 

SUBROUTINE DERIV to evaluate the derivatives used in the integration routines. 

This part of the code is unique to the CIT Computing Center, and needs to be 

changed when the code is transferred to other computing centers. 

SUBROUTINE PRESS is the program for numerical solution of nonlinear 

algebraic equations for pressures by the Newton's method. The partial deriva

tives needed for the method are approximated by finite-difference quotients. 

This subroutine calls SUBROUTINE F78, which in turn calls SUBROUTINE FLOW! 

and SUBROUTINE FLOW2. In order to prevent the loss of significant figures 

in the finite-difference quotient computation, these four subprograms use 

double-precision variables. 

SUBROUTINE F78 computes the values of two algebraic expressions for given 

ceiling-layer heights, densities and pressures. Vanishing of those two values 

within the specified limit EPSP determines two room pressures. 

Heat loss to the walls from hot regions are taken into account in the 

subroutine F78. Heat input to ceiling layer in room 1 due to the fire is 

reduced by an arbitrary amount. The dimensionless heat input from the fire 

is QB, the net amount which reaches the ceiling layer is (l-CFLS1) x QB. 

Thus the walls receive CFLS1 x QB. In the second room a similar procedure 

is followed except that the total enthalpy flux of hot gas flowing from room 

1 to room 2 is used as the base instead of QB. The numbers CFLS1 and CFLS2 
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are chosen arbitrarily before the calculation. 

SUBROUTINE FLOW1 computes mass flows through an opening from a room 

to outdoors for given ceiling-layer heights, density and pressure. In the 

present code the outdoor pressure is the same for all openings. 

SUBROUTINE FLOW 2 computes mass flows through an opening between two 

rooms. At present, no provision is made for the case in which the ceiling

layer height in the room 1 (fire room) is lower than the ceiling-layer height 

in the next room; in this case, the results returned by this subprogram are 

incorrect. 

SUBROUTINE GRAPH is called when FPLOT = 1.0, and plots the ceiling-layer 

height and density in the room 1 or in both rooms. This routine calls CIT 

library routines for plotting and is not transferable to other computing 

facilities. 

FUNCTION FIRE computes the fire heat input rate as a function of time. 

The code is programed to give a linear increase from a small value (QREF x 10-5) 

at zero time to QREF at a time specified by C5. For times greater than C5, 

the heat input rate is QREF. Hence, when a negative value is assigned to C5, 

the heat input rate is a constant QREF for all times. QREF is the variable 

name for the parameter Q*{H} defined below in the discussion of FUNCTION 

PLUME. 

FUNCTION PLUME computes the mass flow from the fire plume into the 

ceiling layer. The notation is illustrated in Figure 6. The 

symbol Ch is the height of the fire above the floor, Y1 is the height of the 

ceiling layer, and the difference (Y1 - C
h

) is the plume height yp which 

corresponds to Z in the description of the plumes given earlier in the dis-

cussion of entrainment in Section B-L Axisymmetric and line plumes are 
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included in the plume subprogram. In terms of the parameters defined above, 

equation for the axisymmetric case can be rewritten as: 

or in terms of the normalized variables: 

~= (19) 

Here 

y = Y /H 
P P 

Equation (19) corresponds to Fortran statement 009 in FUNCTION PLUME. 

A similar development can be carried out for the line fire example 

and the normalized entrainment rate for this case is 

Here the plume length ~ is given by 

J!. = (CL)H 

and q2*' C~2' Cv2 are defined earlier in Section I. The value of the con

stant term was taken to be (rr Cv2 C~2)= 2.75 (Cmp ). The Fortran equation 

is given in FUNCTION PLUME as statement 007. 

FUNCTION DRO allows the area of an opening to be changed with time. 

The area is zero for time less than Ct1 , grows linearly with time to Ct2 

and is constant for longer times. A similar subroutine, DRS, allows the 

opening to be closed. 

A complete FORTRAN listing and a test case is given in Section C. 
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B. NOMENCLATURE AND DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS USED IN PROGRAM 

The geometric parameters are described in Figure 6 and in Table V 

for the two-room example. Index j (= 1,2) refers to room number 1 or 2; 

index i refers to the i-th opening between a room and the outside space; 

and subscripts t and u refer to the lower and upper edges of an opening. 

For example y (2,1) is the distance from the floor to the upper edge of the 
u 

second opening to the outdoors from room 1. 

The parameters and variables are made dimensionless by dividing: 

lengths by hI 

floor areas by SI 

pressure differences by Pcoghl 

densities by p co 

temperatures by T co 

heat fluxes by Pco c 
p 

mass flows by h 2 
1 

where 

Pco' T = density. and temperature of ambient air co 

c specific heat p at constant pressure of air 

g = gravitational acceleration 

hI = floor-to-ceiling distance. in room 1 

8 1 = floor area of room 1 

A partial list of variables and parameters appearing in the analysis 

and the corresponding FORTRAN variable names is given in Table 1. Plnother 

useful lists of definitions appears in the List of Symbols which starts 

on page (i), and in Figure 6 on page 20. 



FORTRAN 

YU 

YL 

BO 

H2B 

S2B 

QREF 

C5 

CFLSI 

CFLS2 

CMP 

COC 

COH 

ICFD 

CH 

CL 

BMF 

IDR 
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TABLE V 

dimensionless variables 

Yiu 

YiQ, 

b. 
l. 

h2 

S2 

Q* r 

C mp 

C oc 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= y. /hl 
l.U 

= Yi /hl 

b/hi 

h2/hl 

S/SI 

2 
.TgfiI) Q /(p c T hI r oopoo 

definition 

floor-to-soffit height 

floor-to-sill height 

width 

opening 
between 
two rooms 

floor-to-ceiling height j 
room 2 

floor area 

reference heat input from fire 

time constant in FUNCTION FIRE 

ratio of heat transfer to the 
room-I ceiling to the fire heat input 

ratio of heat transfer to the room-2 
ceiling to the enthalpy flux into room-2 

coefficient of plume mass flux 

orifice coefficient for cold flow 

orifice coefficient for hot flow 

flag for fire geometry 
ICFD = 1, line fire; ICFD=2, round fire 

distance from floor to fire 

line-fire length 

mass ~low rate of fuel 

flag for door-width variation 
IDR=I, door opening; IDR=2, door closing 
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CTl 

CT2 

IMAXI 

IMAX2 

ZU(I,J) 

ZL(I,J) 

ZB(I,J) 

TMAX 

EPSP 

1TMAXP 

NPRT 

FLPRT 

FPLOT 

FPLOTI 

Y(l) 

Y(2) 

Y(3) 
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TABLE V (continued) 

dimensionless variables 

b(i,j) = b(i,j)/h
l 

YI = y/h l 

Y2 y/h2 

p* 1 (Ph1-Poo)/poo 

definition 

} time constant for door variation 

number of openings from room 1 
to outdoors 

number of openings from room 2 
to outdoors 

floor-to-soffit height 

floor-to-sill height 

width 

maximum time for integration 

(see the program description 
in Chapter 3.) 

height from floor to ceiling layer, 
room 1 

height from floor to ceiling layer, 
room 2 

density in ceiling layer, room 1 



FORTRAN 

Y(4) 

YDOT(l) 

YDOT(2) 

YDOT(3) 

T 

TSTAR 

BME 

BMJ 

BM1,BM2 

BMH1, BMH2 

SUMM1 

SUMmIl 

SUMM2 

SUMMH2 
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TABLE V (continued) 

Dimensionless variables 

t* = t . Q*1/3 
R 

ii(i,j) . 

= m(isj)/(Pooh12/gh1) 

~ (i,j) 

= ~(i,j)/(Pooh121gh1) 

~ m(i,l) 
i 

r ~(i,l) 
~ ;(i,2) 
i 

~ ~ (i,2) 
1. 

definition 

density in ceiling layer, room 2 

derivatives of Y(i) 

time 

scaled time 

plume mass flow rate 

mass flow entrained by door jet 

dimensionless mass flow into j-th 
room through i-th opening from 
outdoors 

dimensionless mass flow from j-th 
room ceiling layer to outdoors 
through i-th opening 



FORTRAN 

BM12 

BMHij 

BMTI 

BMT2 

THl 

TH2 

QHTI 

QHT2 

QWIB 

QW2B 

MJET} 

MENT 

MI2, MH12, ... 
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TABLE V (continued) 

dimensionless variables 

m1 = m12 + ~ m(i,l) 
J. 

ql = ql/(PooCpToohi/ghl) 

q2 = q2/(PooCpToohi/ghl) 

Q l/(P c T h1
2

/gh1) w oopoo 

definition 

cold air flow rate from room 2 
to room 1 

hot gas flow rate from room i 
to room j 

total cold air flow into room 1 

total cold air flow into room 2 

temperature in ceiling layer, room 1 

temperature in ceiling layer, room 2 

total enthalpy flux from ceiling 
layer, room 1 

total enthalpy flux from ceiling 
layer, room 2 

heat transfer from ceiling layer 
to wall, room 1 

heat transfer from ceiling layer 
to wall, room 2 

as on page 82 

see BM12, BMH12 and etc. 
above 
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C. LISTING OF COMPUTER CODE (June 1978) 

MAIN .. 

DATAIN . 

DERlV. 

PRESS. 

F78 .. 

FLOW 1 . 

FLOW2 

FIRE 

RJET . 

DRO. 

PLUME 

GRAPH 

DRS .. 

Page 

61 

67 

68 

69 

71 

72 

74 

78 

79 

79 

79 

80 

80 



01 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
OH 

0<1 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 

1 c:i 

19 
20 
-'1 
22 

23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
2(; 
29 

30 
31 

C 
C 

C 

( 

( 

c 
C 
C 
e 
C 
C 
C 

( 

c 
e 
c 

c 
c 

c 
C 
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THl~ I~ THE MAIN PRCGRAM 

RtAL*d PIC.P20.Pl.P2. 
* BMTl.BMT2.BMHTl.BMHT2,QHTl,QHT2,BM12,BMH12,BMH21. 
* ~UMMI.SUMMHI,SUMM2.SU~~H2 
DI~t~S[GN Y(4).YOOT(4J.lU(5.2).IL(5,£),lS(5,2) 
Q 1!"'t:~SIlN X( Y03) , Y 1 (903) ,Y2( 903 J ,Y 3C 90J) ,Y4( 903 J ,Y5( 903)' Y6( 903 J 
J[~L~SILl\ II HUlO) rIMAX(2) 
i:XTEkl\AL Ol::k IV 
CG~MON/CLCCC/C13,C23,C53.RT2.CI.C2.DUMMY 

CUMCt\/F 1 RIC 5 ,C6, [f-I RE 
COMMON/ll\FUT/H2~.~2a,YU.YL,BB.CB.CWIB,~W2B,8MF,GAM,COC,COH,CJ,CMP, 

,~REF ,CL,CH, ICFO. IOR,CT1.CT2. BO,CFLSI,CFLS2 
CL~MCl\/lt\Purl/TITLE.TMAX. FLPRT,FPLOT,FPLOTI,NPRT,lAST, 

* TI,Y11.Y21,ROHII,RCH2I,PII,P2I,TMl,TM2,OTl.OT2,OT3 
CC~MCt\/II\PuT2/QSCAlt 

CC~MGN/INPUT3/EPSP,[TMAXP,NEWT 

CCMMCt\/UPtN/lMAXl,IMAX2,lU,lL,lB 
CC~MOt\/PIOP20/PI0,P20' 
CO~MJI\/MASS/eMT1,BMT2,BMHTI,BMHT2,QHTI,QHT2,BM12,BMHI2,BMH21, 

* ~GMMl,SUMMHl.SUMM2,SJ~MHl 
CC~~~I\/fL(MAS/fLUMAS(90J.9),IT 

C UM,-1U t\IOJ T / X MA t Y MA. X • Y 1 f Y 2. Y 3, Y 4, Y 5, Y 6. RHUMAX 
CCfJMCI\/DC(,{/BI 

0ATA EPS.EPS~ II.OE-4,1.CE-5/ 
CGI\STANTS FeR LATER CGMPUTATIU~S 

C 13= 1 • u/ 3.0 
C23=2.u/3.0 
e53=~.O/3.0 
q T2= .)QHT (2.0) 
I f\PUT 

DEF~ULT VALUES FeR [NPUT PARAMETERS 
GtCMETRICAL PARAMETERS 
uPENINC HETnEE~ T~C ROGMS 

YU FLeCR TU SOF~ IT HEIGHT 
YL fLGCR TO ~lLL hEIGHT 
BO f-ULL ~dDTh 

t31 l.'4ITIAl .,IOTH 
YU = 0.b1J 

o. 
0.375 

YL = 
80 = 
81 = 0.0 

10K FLAG 
IOR=1 
IDR-=2 

CT1,CT2 
lOR = 1 
eTl = -1. 
eT2 = o. 

FGk 
DOOR 
ODOR 
TIME 

DeCR LPfN/CLOSE ROUTINE 
UPEi'd j\lG 
CLLSING 
C(~STANTS FOR DeOR UPEN/CLOSE 

H2b 
S28 

FLCOR TO CEILING HEIGHT IN SECOND ROOM 
FLOCR AREA IN $£COI\O RUOM 

H2B = 1. 
S2a :: 1. 

uPEl\lNGS FROM ROOM 1 TO OUTDOORS 
IMAXI ~OMBER Of OPENINGS 



c 
c 
c. 
C 

32 
C 
C 

33 
34 
35 
36 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
( 

37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

C 
42 
43 

C 
C 
C 
( 

C 
( 

( 

C 
C 

It 4 
45 
40 
47 

C 
46 
49 

C 
50 

( 

51 
( 

C 
(, 

(, 

52 
53 
~4 

55 
56 
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IF IMAXl IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO, DIMENSIONS MUST BE GIVEN 
lU(I,l) FlOCR-TO-SOFFIT HEIGHT 
lL(I,l) FLUOR-TO-SIll hEIGHT 
lbCltl) wiDTh 

IMAX1 = 0 
OPE~I~GS F~OM ROOM 2 Te OUTDooas 
IMAX2, lU(I,2), lL(I,2), ZBCI,2) TOTAL NUMBER AND DIMENSIONS 

IMAX2 = 1 
lU(1,2) = 0.813 
ZL<l,2) .: o. 
Z B ( 1 , 2) .: o. j -'5 

~~KAMETE~S FOR FIRE STRENGTH 
~~EF OIM£NSIONlESS REFERENCE HEAT INPUT 
BMf fUEL MASS FLOW COEFFICIENT DEFINED BY 

ti~F = (FJEl MASS flO~)/(FIRE HEAT INPUT) 
C5 TIME CCNSTANT FG~ FIRE STRENGHT VARIATION 
(6 TIME CCNSTANT FOR EXPCNENTIAl FIRE 
IflRE = 1 LINEAR RA~P FIRE 
IFI~E .: 2 EXPGNENTIAl FIRE 

i~REF .: 0.01 
oMF=O.O 
C5 = -l.J 
(6 .: O. 
(fIRe.: 1 

LU~~TANTS FeR HEAT lOSS TO hAllS 
CFlS1··~ 0.0 
(fLS2 "" o.u 

flR~ PLUME PARAMETERS 
CMP CCEF. F~k TOTAL MASS ENTRAINED 
I(Pu FLAG FOR fiRE GEOMETRY 

ICfu = 1 LINE FIRE 
ICFO = 2 PGINT-SLURCE FIRE 
ICFO = 3 fiNITE DIAMETER FIRE 

CL LINE-FIRe LENGTH 
CH FLGCR-Tu-FIRc FEIGHT 
CIA~T~ FIRE JIAMETER 

c~p :: 0.1365 
ICFO = 2 
CH = o. 
CL = o. 

FLC~ C.G~fFIC.IE~TS feR OOOR/WINDUw 
COC = (;.6 
CCH = 0.6 

C~~STA~T FLR DOUR JET 
CJ=l.O 

MAXIM~M TI~E FUK I~TEGRATION 

T"1AX = l JO. 
MAXIMUM i~TE~RATIL~ TIME STEPS 
DTl FCR TI<T<TMI 
UT2 FCR TMl(T(TM2 
vT3 FOJ<. T;-.12(T 

T~l = 10. 
P12 = 50. 
OT! = 0.025 
CH2 = 0.25 
DT3 = 2.0 
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:'8 

59 
60 
61 
c2 

63 

t4 

65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 

76 
77 
7d 

7<::; 

ao 
81 
82 
83 
84 

85 
86 
87 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

c 
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PARAMETEKS FOR PRESS SUBROUTINE 
EPSP : 1.E-5 
I TMAXP = 25 

FLAGS FOR PRINTING AND PLOTTING 
NPRT RESULTS PkINTED AT EVERY NPRT STEPS 
FlPRT=l.O MASS FLC~S ARE PRINTED 
FLPRT(l.O MASS FLO~S ARE NOT PRINTED 
FPLCT=I.0 Yl,RHO-Hl AkE PLOTTED 
fPLGTl=L.O Y2,RHL-H2 ALSu ARE PLOTTED 

NPRT .:: 4 
FLPk T .:: O. 
FPLLT .:: O. 
FPLGTI = O. 

LAST.:: 0 PLOTTING TO BE CONTINuED ON ONE SHEET 
LAST = 1 LAST CASE TU BE PLOTTED eN ONE SHEET 

LAST .:: 1 
RATIO CF SPECIFIC hEATS 

GA;~=1.4 

·INITIAL CC~DITICN 
TI = O. 
Yll .:: 1. 
Y21 = h2B 
RCHlI = o. 
RoOH2I = O. 
PlI .:: O. 
P21 = o. 

~hEN Pl1~O. AND P2I=0. ARE SPECIFIED, INITIAL ESTIMATES FOR 
PKESSUR[S ARE AADE LATtR I~ fHE PRO~RAM. 

100 CCNTII\LJE 
CALL CA TO\ IN 
I"1~X(l) = IMAXl 
I j\l i\ X ( 2 J .:: I ;-1 A X 2 

C PRI~T I~P~T PARAMETERS 
~RITE(6,2000) TITLE,TMAX 

2JOO FCRMAT(lHlII19X,lOA4,~Ox,'T~AX:' ,F6.J//~Xt'INPUT PARAMETERS'/) 
~RITE'6,~OlO)YU,YL,BO,H2B,SZA,QREF,C5,CFLSl,CFlSZ,CMP,CCC,COH, 

1 ICFO,(.H,CL,ICk,CT1,CTZ 
2-J10 FURi-1AT(9X,'YU :',f7.4,7X,·Yl :·,F1.4,7X,'BO :·,F1.41 

14X,'HiB :',F1.4,7X,'S28 :',F7.311 
2 9X,'CkEF :',F8.5,6X,'C5 :',F7.4, 
2 7X,'CFLSl:' ,F7.4,7X,'CFl!:i2:',F7.41 
39X,'CMP :',F7.4,7X,·CUC :·,F7.4,7X,·COH :',F7.41/ 
4 9X,'ICFO =',12,12X,'CH :',F7.4,7X,'CL =',f7.4/ 
~ <:;X,' 101{ =' ,12,12X, 'CTI =' ,F7.Z, 7X, 'CTZ :' ,F7.Z) 

DO 3 ... =1,2 
IMA = P-1AX(J) 
I F ( I :-1 A • L E • C) \.Ii.; T u 3 
wRITE(6,2020) J 

2J20 FORMAT(/9X,'ADOITIG~AL OPENINGS IN ROOM',121 
122X,'ZU',16X,'Zl',18X,'ZI3') 

WRIT E (6, 2030) (I, l v ( I ,J ) , l L( I , J) , l tH I ,J I , I: 1, I ;"A ) 
2030 FORMAT(16X,12,F9.4,2F2C.4) 

3 CCfI.4Tlf\ut 
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C CCNSTANTS ~SED I~ FLOW SUBROUTINES 
Cl = Rl2*COC 
C2 = R T2 *COH*C23 

( ~STAK SCALING PAKA~ETER 
QSCALt = 1./~REF**C13 

( INTEGRATICN TIME STEPS 

c 

IF(TMAX .GT. TMl) GL TG 200 
ITMAX = (TMAX-TI)/DTl + 1.01 
GO TO 220 

200 ITMl = (TMI-TI)/DTI + 1.01 
[F(TMAX .GT. 1M2) GO TO 210 
ITMAX = (TMAX-TM1)/DT2 + ITMl + 0.01 
GO TU 220 

21C ITM2 = (TM2-1Ml)/DT2 + lTMl + 0.01 
ITMAX = (TMAX-TM2)/DT3 + ITM2 + 0.01 

220 IF(TMAX .IT. 903' GL TO 230 
WRIT~(o,2035) ITMAX 

2035 FeRMAT(' IT~AX=',IS,' > 903 *** EXCEfQ OUTPUT STORAGE ALLOCATION' 
* jf kEOuLE TMtx, OK CHANGE TM1,lM2,DTl,DT2, OR DT3') 

GG TQ IJO 
23C CCNTII\U[ 

DT-=DTI 

C *** INITIAL VALJES FUR CEQ *** 
T= r I 

c ~ULM-l (ElLING LA~ER HEl~HT 
Y(l}=YLI 

C kULM-2 CLILING LAYiR ~ElGHT 
Y(ZJ=Y2I 

L lCEILl~G LAYER DEPTH)*lkHCSTAR) F~R kOOM-l AND -2 

c 
C 

C 

c 

Y ( 31 = i< UH 1 1*( 1.-Y iI ) 
Y(4)=PLH21*lh2H-Y211 
IF«PII.E,.Q.) .A~D. (P2I.E~.0.» GO TO 1 
PIO = DdL E ( P 11 ) 
"2,) = I.."HLE(P211 
GC TO 8 

ESTIMATE fuR INITIAL PRESSURES ARE ~ADE 
7 CC~TIl\UE 

~B = F1Kl(T,~REf) 
BME = PLUM~(Y(l}) 
IF(IUR .E'. L) CU TU 4 
SS = 0"U(1j 
GU TD 5 

4 B!3 = DPS(1) 
5 CCr:-Jl1l\UE 

SS = YL.:*Jd 
r) G b J = 1 , I MA Xl 

6 55 = ~s + (ZU(J,lJ-ll(J,lJ)*lB(J,l) 
S S = ss*coc 

I~ITIAL GLE5S FUk ROOM PRtSS0RES 
PIG = CP,LE«((1.+~MF-Qhl)*QB/SS)**2) 
P20 = PIO/2. 

8 CU'4T 1l\LE 
KHCMAX = o. 
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C HEADINGS FOR OUTPuT PRINTING 
~RITE'6,2040) 

.20 40 FeR MAT { / / 3 X , • IT' ,0 X , • T S T R • , 1 X , • Y l' ,9 X , • R HO S T R 1 ' • 9 X , • PST R 1 • • 
* 1JX,'YZ',9X,'RHOSTR2',9X,'PSTRZ',llX,'QB'/J 
~CUNT = 100 
INC R,\1T = 1 
K~l 

10 CALL MC)OE~'DEkIVtK,4tTty,YDOT,DTtEPS) 
IF(K. .IT. 0) GU TO 400 
IF(Nt~T .GT. 5) GO TO 100 
KO~NT = KCuNT + INCkMT 
IF (KCuNT .f:C.O) GU TO 10 
IT:IT+l 
I1EN(H = 1. .-y (1) 

IF(Dt~CM .GT. 0.) GO TO 20 
~CUH1=dME/(B~E+~B)-1.0 

GC TU 30 
20 RGUH1=Y(3)/DE~UM 
3C kCUt12 = 0.0 

DENL 4=HLtl-Y (2 I 
IF(OENUi'-1 .NE. 0.0)RGUH2=Y(4)/uENO:" 

C CGM~UTE kCCM PkESSURES 
CAll PRE~S(PIO,PZ0,Y(1),Y(2"ROUHl,ROUH2,PI,P2tT) 
IF(RCUhl .uE. -l.t-~Ol RGUHI - J.O 
IF{~GUHZ .GE. -I.E-SO) kCuH2 = J.J 

C S~~~ LL1P~T FOR PLGTTI~~ 

X( IT'=T 
Yl< [T I=Y( 1) 

Y2(ITl=Y(2) 
Y3(IT)=R.GUHI 
Y4(ITJ=KGUH2 
51 = S~C.l(Pll 
52 = Sl\ul(PZ) 
Y?(ll) = 51 
Y 6 [ I T J = 52 

C SAVE MA~~ FlUW ~ATES FUR LATER PRINTING 
a ,1 £: = P l U i'1 E ( Y ( 1 J ) 
BNJ = ~JET(Y(1"V(2»*SN~L(tiMH12) 
FlC~AS(IT,ll= SNGl(5UMMl) 
FlU1A!:)(11 ,2): SNGUSUMMHl) 
FLCMAS(lT,3'= SNGl{SUMM2) 
FLCMAS(IT,4): SNGl(SUMMH2} 
FlOMAS(lT,S)= SNGl'b~12) 
FlOMASIIT,6l= 5~GL(BMH12) 
Fl(~AS(IT,7)= SNGL(bMH21) 
FlOMAS(lT,bl= bMJ 
FL(MAS(IT,~)= BME 

C ASSIL~ C0RRE~T PRES5URlS TO THE ESTIMATES FO~ THE NEXT STEP 
p 10=? 1 
P20=il~ 
[FO;JUHl .LT. RHQI"IAX) RHCIv1AX = KOUHI 

C KJUNT = ~TEP Cuu~T fROM THE LAST PRINTED STEP 
C IF KCu~T IS LES~ THAN NPKT, PRI~TING IS SKIPPED 

IF(i\OU1'~1 .LT. NPRT) GL TO 35 
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~RITE(6,21JOJ IT,T,Y(1),RGUH1,S1,Y(2),ROUH2,S2,QB 
2100 FORMAT(15,F10.2,7E14.6J 

KCt.NT = a 
35 CONI I t\Ut 

IF(1T .EQ. ITMAXl GU TO 90 
IF(IT .EQ. ITM!) GO TO 110 
IF(lT .EQ. 11M2) GO TO 120 
VO TU 10 

C ~t-[NITIAl[lE MOODEQ FOR INCREASED TIME STEP 
110 K=1 

OT=OT2 
KOUNT = -1 
GO 10 10 

C RE-INITIAlIZE MOOOE~ FGR INC~E4SED TIME STEP 
120 K=l 

DT=OT 3 
KOUNT = -NPRI 
INCR,,,T = NPRT 
GU TO 10 

90 CC~TIf\UE 

wRI Tt (6,2110) RHUi>1AX 
2110 FORMAT{/16X,'RHOSTAk-MAX :',E14.6) 

C IF FlPKT IS LESS THAN 1.0, MASS-FLW RATES PRINTING IS SKIPPED 
IF ( F L PI{ T • Lt. o. 1) GO Tel 02 
... RlTE(b,2200) 

L:200 FOKlw1AT(1Hl,' IT',4X,' SU""'1', 9X,'SUMHl', 9X,' SUM2', 9X,'SlJMH2', 
, 9X,' M12 " 9X,' Mt-l12',11X,',~H21',llX,'MJET',llX,'MENT'/) 
~RITE(6,230J) (J, (FLCMAS(J,1),1=1,9),J=1,IT,NPRT) 

2300 FCHMAT(IX,Ij,~f14.5) 
102 CCl'.l I NUE 

C IF FPLLT IS Lt:::,S THAN 0.1, PLOTTING IS SKIPPED 
IF (f-PLJT .U:. O.ll GG TO lao 
"1AX=XlIT)+1 
XMA = fl;AX 
YMA= 1.0 
CALL uRAPH(fPLLT1,TITLE,IT,LASTJ 
GC LJ 100 

C IF tR~OR ~ETURN FRCM Dtw, PRINT MASS FLOWS AND GO TO ~EXT CASE 
400 CONfIl\UE 

WRITE(b,2200) 
WRITt(6,230J) (J, (FLUMAS(J,I) ,1=1,9),J=1,IT,NPRT) 
GC T LJ 1,JO 

500 STep 
E~D 
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SUBROUTINE DATAIN 
DIMENSION ZU(S,2),IL'5,2),IB(5,Z),IMAX(Z) 
DIMENSION TITLE(lOj 
CGMMC~/CCCCC/C13,CZ3,C53,RTZ,C1,CZ,DUMMY 

CCMMON/FIR/C5,C6,IFIRE 
CC~MGN/INPUT/HZB,SZB,YU.YL,BB,QB,QwlB,QWZB,BMF,GAM,COC,CO~,(J,CMP, 

,QREF,CL,CH,ICFD,IDR,CT1,CT2,BO,CFLS1,eFLSZ 
CGMMON/INPUT1/TITLE,TMAX, FLPRT,FPLCT,FPLOT1,NPRT,LAST, 

* Tl,Yll,Y21,ROH11,RUH2I,P11,P21,TM1,TM2,DT1,DT2,DT3 
CC~MCN/INP~T3/lPSP,lTMAXP 

COMMON/UPtN/IMAX1,IMAX2,ZU,lL,ZB 
COMMGN/PL~M/CIAMTR 
CGMMUN/uLJQR/BI 
~AMELIST/NAMI/YU,YL,BO,H2B,SZB,QKEF,C5,CFLS1,CfLS2,eMP,eOe,eOH, 

* leFD,CH,CL,IDK,CTl,eT2, IMAX1,IMAX2,lU,lL,ZB,TMAX,NPRT,FLPRT, 
* FPlCT,FPLGT1,8Mf,EPSP,ITMAXP,DIAMTR,BI,e6,CJ,LAST,lfIRE, 
* TI,YlI,Y21 ,ROHll,RuH21 ,P11,P2I ,TM1,TM2,DT1,OT2,DT3 
READt5,1000,E~D=500) TITLE 
RE:AOt5,NAMll 
R ETU~t\ 

500 STOP 
1000 FORMATtlOA4) 

I:ND 
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SUBROUTINE OERIVIN,T,Y,YDOTJ 
THIS PROG~AM EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVES AND RETURNS THE RESULTS 
TO THE "MODDEg". 

REAl*8 PIC,P20,Pl,P2, 
* BMT1,BMT2,BMHT1,BMHT2,QHTl,QHT2,BM12,BMH12,BMH21, 
* Su~Ml,SUMMHl.SuMM2,SUMMH2 
DI~ENSILN Y(4),YDUT(4) 
CCMMUNJCCCCCJC13,C23,C53,RT2,Cl,C2,C5 
COMMJN/INPUT/h2tl,S2B,YU,Yl,BB,QB,QwlB,QW2B,BMF,GAM,CUC,COH,CJ,CMP, 
tJREF,CLtC~,ICFD,IDR,CTl,CT2,BO,CFLS1,CFLS2 

COMMUN/INFuTZIQSCAlE 
CCMMO~/MASS/BMTl,BMT2,BMHT1,8MHT2,~HTl,~HT2,BM12,BMH12,BMH21, 

* SUMMl,SUMMHl,SUMM2,SU~~H2 
CCMMONIPICP2C/PI0,P20 

C COMPUTE CuRRENT FIKf STRENGTH 
QB=F-IR£( T ,('/kEF) 

C CJMPJTE INTEkCCNNECTING DOOR wIDTH 
GO TO (l,Z),ICR 

1 B8=DkC(T) 
GO TO 3 

2 3B=UKS(T) 
3 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE MASS FlU~ ENTRAINED BY THE FIRE PLUME 
BME=PlLL"E (Y (1» 

C CuMPUTE CeILING lAYER DE~SITIES 
IF(T .NE. D.C) GL TL 10 
RMJ=O.i.J 
qOuHl=e~E/(8ME+Qtl)-1.O 

GC T8 li 
10 ~OUH1=Y(3)/tl.U-Y(1)j 
1 1 R C U ti l = o. G 

OENlJM=HLo-Y{2) 
IF(D~NU~ .~t. 0.0)RCUH2=Y(4}/DE~O~ 

C C~MPUTE ~CCM PkESSUkES AND MASS FlewS AT DOORS AND ~INDOhS 
CAll PkE5S(PI0,P20,Y(1),Y(2),RUuHl,QOUH2,Pl,P2,T) 

C CJMPJTE ~ASS FLO~ ENTRAINED BY TrlE JOOR JET 
R ~,J = k JET( Y ( 1 ) , Y ( 2 J ) * S N Gl ( B M H 1 2 ) 

C C~MPuTE UERIVATIVES 
YUOT( 1) = (SNGl'B~T1) - BME)*QSCALE 
YOCT(2) = 'S~GL(QhT2) + W~2B -BMJ)/S2e*QSCAlE 
YOOT(3) = 'S~Gl(BMTl - ~MhTl) + BMF*Q8)*QSCALE 
YCCT(4) = (S~Gl(QhT~ - 8MhTZ) + QW20)/S2B*QSCAlE 
k[TURI\ 
Er-..O 
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SUBRUUTINE PRESS(PI0,P20,Yl,Y2,ROl,R02,Pl,P2,T) 
THIS PRLGRAM COMPUTES ROOM PRESSURES FROM Two NONLINEAR 
EQuATICNS 8Y NEWTC~S METHOD. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ARE APPROXI
MATED BY fiNITE-DIFFERENCE QUOTIENTS. TO AVOID lOSS OF SIGNIfI
CANT fIGURES DOUBLE-PRECISION VARIABLES ARE USED. 

IMPLICIT REAl*8 (A-H,O-I) 
REAl*4 Yl,Y2J~Ol,R02,T,FlCMAS,QSCAlE,EPS, 

* H2B,S2B,YU,Yl,BB,QS,~wlB,Q~2B,BMf,GAM,COC,COH,CJ,CMP, 
*QREF,CL,CH,lCFD,IDR,CTl,CT2,BO,CFlSl,CFlS2 
CGMMO~/FL(MAS/fLOMAS(903,9),NT 

COMMON/INPUT/H2tl,S2B,YU,Yl,tlB,QB,QWlS,~W2B,BMf,GAM,COC,COH,CJ,CMP, 

,QREF,CL,CH,lCfO,IDR,CTl,CT2,BO,CflSl,CFlS2 
CO~MC~/l~FUT2/~SCALt 
CUMMO~/INPUT3/EPS,ITMAX,NEWT 

COMMON/~ASS/eMT1,BMT2,BMHTl,BMHT2,CHTl,QHT2,BM12,BMh12,BMH21, 

* Su~Ml,SUMMHlJSUMM2,S~MMH2 
DATA CP/l.E-31 

~eS(L)= OABS(Z) 

D l-=DP IOSC Al E**2 
f)2=OI 
ALPHA = 0.5 
DE:lSl = 100. 
'1ElS2 = 100. 
DElS3 = 100. 

10 CCf\Tlt\l,;f 
00 50 rT=l,lTMAX 

C ~HE\ MAGNITUUES OF PRESSUPES BECOME VERY SMALL, SET THEM EQUAL 
C TU 0., TU 4VUID uNDERFLOW C~NDITIJN. 

IF(JA6S(PI0) .Le. 1.0-50) PIO=O.O 
I F ( U A B .) ( P 2 0 ) .l E. 1. 0- ~ 0) P 2 0=0 • 0 
CALL ~7~(Yl,V2tPI0,P20,ROl,R02.F1J,FaO) 

( SOLUTICN CCVERGED? 
DQ3 = CBLE(~B) 
EP57 = [PS*DMAXl(AB~(BMTl),AaS(QHTl).C~B) 
IF(AHS(r70) .CT. EP57) GO TO Ij 
IF(AdS(F80) .GT. EPS7) GC TO 15 
GC TO l.J0 

15 CCI\Tlt\LE 
C C.GMPUTE FI~ITE-DIFFEKENCE QUOTINTS 
( OtTEkMINE DElTA-P'5 FOR FINITE-DIFFERENCE QUOTIENTS 

IFIPIO .NE. O.O)01=1.OE-4*PIC 
IF(P20 .NE. O.0)U2=1.Ot-4*P20 
ODP = PlO - P20 
IF ( GAB S ( 0 C P) • G E. 0 A 1:3 S ( PIa») GO T (J 5 
o 1 = 0 D P * 1 .0 E-04 
SPl = PlO*l.CE-lO 
IF(ARSlOl) .IT. ASS{SPl» Dl=SPl 
IfICA8~'CCP) .GE. OABS(P20) GO TU 5 
02 = ~UP*I.0E-04 
SP2 = P2C*I.0E-IO 
[F(ABS(02) .ll. ABS(SP2)J 02=SP2 

5 CCNTlt\LE 
CALL F78(Yl,Y2,PI0+01,P20,ROl,K02,F71,F81) 



)41 
)42 

c 

OF70Pl=(F71-F70)/Ol 
DF8DP1=(F81-f80)/Ol 

70 

)43 
)44 
)4' 

20 CAll F7~(Y1.Y2,PIO,P20+02,R01,R02,F72,F82) 
DF7DP2=(F12-F70}/02 
OF8DP2=(F82-F80)/02 

C 
C COMPUTE PRESSURE CORRECTICNS 

)46 30 uENOM=DF70Pl*uF80P2-0F7DP2*OF8DPl 
)47 IF(DENCM .NE. 0.0) ~O TU 31 
148 ~R1TE:(6,5tJO} 1 
)49' 560 FCRMAT(' D~NCM = 0 IN NEhTONS METHOO AT T=',E13.6) 
'50 GO TJ 110 
)51 31 CONTl~UE 
,52 DElP1=(F80*DFIDP2-F70*OF8CP2)/OENJM 
)~3 ~ELP2=(f10*uF8UPI-FeO*DF7CP1)/OcNOM 

)54 AlFA= 1.0 
)55 AlF8=1.0 

C IF CGNS~CUTIVE CLRRECTIONS CHANGE SIGN, HALF THE CORRECTION 
C TO AVOID HUNTING 

1~6 IF(OELS1 .EQ. 0.) GC Te 32 
157 IFtOELPl/JElS1 .IT. -0.34) AlFA=AlPHA 
158 32 IF(DELS2 .lQ.G.) GO TO 34 
'59 IF(DELP2/DELS2 .LT. -a.34) lLFB=ALPHA 
l6C 34 IF(OElS3 .E~. 0.) uC TU 40 
161 DElP = DtLPl - JELP2 
162 IF((DELV/DF.LSJ) .GE. -0.34) GO TO 40 
It3 AlFA = ALPhA 
104 AlF~ = ALFA 
16S 4C CU"T I l\UF 
)66 DELS1 = OELP1*ALFA 
101 OcLS2 = DELP2*ALFB 
168 JfLS3 = OELSl - DfLS2 
16~ PIO=PIO+OtLSl 
)70 P20=P20+0~LS2 
171 50 CC~T{NU[ 
'72 ;~E"l = NEWT + 1 
:73 Pl0 = PI0 - CELSI/2.0 
,74 P20 = PZo - Cr:LS212.0 

115 
176 
17 , 
171:1 
179 
180 
101 
182 

'83 
184 
185 
,86 
i87 
8a 
89 

c 
,i R IT E:l t , ~ 10) T 

570 FCR~AT(/' ~E~TJNS METHCD DID Nor ClNVERGE AT T=',EI3.6/) 
wRITE(6,2100) IT,T,Yt,ROl,PIQ,Y2,RG2,P20,QB 

LIJO FORM~T(/' N',I2,F10.4,2El4.6,Dl4.6,~E14.6,D14.6,El4.6) 

GO TJ lJO 
7IC CCNTlt-.LE 

WRITE(6,l1) 
17 FCRi'1AT(IHl,' IT',4X,' Sur-a', 9X,'SUMHl', 9X,' SUM2', ~X,'SUMH2', 

, 9X,' Ml~ " 9X,' Mh12',11X,'MJEfI,llX,'MENT',llX,'Q'/) 
WRITE(0,16)(J, (FLUMAS(J,I),1=1,9),J=1,NT) 

16 FCRMAT(lX,13,9E14.5) 
STep 

100 Pl=P10 
P2-=P20 
RETURN I 

Et-.C 
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~UBRUUTINE F78(Yl,Y2,Pl,P2,RGl,R02,F1,F8) 
THIS PRC~RAM EVALUATES TwC NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS 
~HICH DETERMINE RCCM PRESSURES. 

IMFLICIT REAl*8 (A-H,e-I) 
REAL*4 Yl,Yl,~Ul,RU2,IU(5,2),IL(5,2),IB(5,2', 

* H2u,S2b,YU,YL,BB,~B,~"18,Q~2B,BMf,GAM,COC,COH.CJ,CMP. 
*QRE~,Cl,CH.ICfD,IDR,CTl,CT2,BO,CFL~1,CFLS2, 

* C13,C23.C53,RT2.Cl,C2,C5 
COMMJN/INPUT/H2ti,S2B,Yu,Yl,BB,~B,JwlB,~W2B,BMF,GAM,COC,COh,CJ,CMP. 

,QREFICl,~H,lC~D,IDR,CTl,CT2,BO,CFLSl,CFLS2 

CGMMG~/C~CCC/C13,t2J,C53,RT2,Cl,C2,C5 
COMMuN/UPEN/IMAX1,IMAX2,lU,IL,IB 
CCM~u~/MASS/8MT1,BMT2,aMHTl,8MHT2,QHTl,QHT2,BM12,BMH12,BMH21, 

* S~MM1,SU~MHl,SUM~2,SUM~H2 

COMPUTE FLOh BET~EEN H80M 1 AND 2 
CALL FLLhZ(Yl,Y2,Pl,P2,KQl,RL2,BM12,BMH12,BMH21) 

CJMPUTE fLUW 8ET~EE~ RCCM 1 AND OUTDOORS 
SUMMl=O.O 
SLMMHl=J.O 
IF(IMAXI .UJ. 0) GO fe 10 
nc 5 I=l,{jof,AXl 
CALL FlGWl{Pl,Yl,RUl,LU(I,I) ,IL(I,1),BMl,BMH1) 
SUMMl=S0~Ml+8Ml*LB(I,lj 

S SUMMHl=SUMMHl+BMHl*ze(I,l) 
CJMPLTE FlCh BtTwEE~ RGCM 2 ANJ UJTJOORS 

10 SW-1M2=O.O 
SU~:-tH2=O. 0 
IF'I~AX2 .tu. ul GO Te 20 
DO IS 1=I,L-tAX2 
CALL fLC~1(P2,Y2,kUl,lU{I,2),lL(I,2),B~2,BMH2) 

SUM~2=SUMM2+BM2*lB(I,2) 

15 SUM~H2~SUMMh2+bMHl*le(I,2) 
20 CCt\TI~Uc 

~OMPUT~ F7 AND fa 
THl= 1.01 ( 1.0+RLl) 
TH2=1.0/(1.O+R02) 
bf-lTl = I:HH2 +$Ui"lMl 
gMT2=-B~12+SU~M2 

8MHTl=bMhI2+SUMMhi-BMH21 
9MHT2=-bMr.12+SUMMh2+BMH21 
QHT1=(UMH12+$uMMHl)*THI-BMH21*TH2 
QHT2=(BMH21+SUMMH2)*TH2-8~HI2*rHl 

l.ihIo=CFLSl*IoIB 
Q~2E = cFlS2*dMHI2*(THl-l.) 
F7=dMTI-QHTl+(1.0+BMFJ*Q8-QWIB 
F8=BMT~-~HTl-Ch26 

RETUI'.N 
END 
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SUBROUTINE flOWl(PS,ZC,ROUHS,ZU,ZL,BM,BMH) 
THIS PRLGRAM COMP~TES ~LOW BETwEEN ROOM 1 (OR ROOM 2) 
AND OUTDOORS 

IMPLICIT REAl*a 'A-H,G-Z) 
REAl*4 IC,ROUHS,ZU,Zl,C13,C23,C53,RT2,Cl,C2,C5 
CGMMON/CCCCC/C13,C23,C53,RT2,Cl,C2,C5 

IFCROUHS .GT. -I.E-50) RCUHS=-1.E-50 
lO=ZC+P~/RGUt;S 
IF(PS .IT. 0.0) GO Te 2 

C PS .GT. 0 
RTPS=SQIH(PS) 
RTIR=S'RTC1.0+RGUHS) 
IFClU .LE. lC' ~u TO 12 
A= (PS-RULhS*(IU-IC)) 
IF(A .GT. O)A=SQRT(A) 
IF (A .LT. O.O)A=O 
IF(IL .GE. LCl GO TO 112 

C IL .IT. IC 
BM=-C1*RTPS*'IC-LL) 
B~H=C2*RTIR*(lU-IC)*(PS/(HTPS+AJ+AJ 

RETURN 
( IL .GE. Ie 

112 B~PS-RCuhS*(lL-ZC) 
B ~::O. 0 
BMH=C2*KT1~*(IU-IL)*(B/(S~RTIB)+A)+AJ 

RETukN 
C ZU .U:. IC 

12 B~=-C1*KrpS*(LU-IL) 
FH~""=O .0 
RETUI{i\ 

CPS .L T. 0 
2 RTPS=SWkT(-PS) 

IF'Z~ .LE. La' GC TL 22 
C LU .GT. Ie 

IFILL .GE. IC) GG TO 212 
( LL .LT. IC 

BM=C1*RTPS*(IC-IL+C23*(LO-IC)) 
8MH=C2*SQ~T(-kCUHS) *RTll<* (Z0-10)**1.5 
RETURN 

elL .';f:. lC 
212 IFILL .GE. LO) GO TL 213 

C IL .LT. La 
1M=Cl*SQ~T'-RCUHS) *C23*(IO-lL)**1.5 
aMH=C2*S~RT(-KUUHS) *RTIR* (IU-IO)**1.5 
RETURN 

C IL .GE. IO 
213 BM=O.O 

BMH=C2*SQRT{-ROUHS) *RTIR* ((LU-lO)**1.5-(ZL-ZO)**1.S) 
RETURN 

( IU .lE. IO 
22 IF(LU .LE. IC) uO TO 23 

C LV .GT. IC 
A=S~RT(RuUhS*(IU-IC)-PS' 
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IF(ZL .GE. ZC) GO TO 222 
C lL .LT. IC 

BM=C1*'(IC-Zl)*RTPS+C23*'ZU-Ze)*(A-PS/(A+RTPS»)J 
BItfH=U.O 
RETUR~ 

e IL .GE. Ie 
222 B=ROUHS*(ll-ZC)-PS 

BMFC23*Cl*(ZL-ll)*(B/(SQRT(o)+A)+Al 
8MH=O.O 
RETURN 

C ZU .lE. lC 
23 8~=C1*(lu-lL)*kTPS 

BMH=J.O 
RETURN 
FND 
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SUBROUTI~t FlOW2(Y1,Y2,Pl,P2,RuH1,ROH2,MI2,MHI2,MH21) 
TH(S PRUGRAM CGMP~TES flO~ BET~EEN ROO~S 1 AND 2 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-Ii,e-L) 
REAL*~ M12,~~12,MH21 
REAl*4 Yl,Y2,RCH1,RuH2,SAVEY,SAVER,YT,YB, 

* H2d,52B,YU,YL,BB,QB,QwlB,QW2B,BMF,GAM,COC,C0I1,CJ,CMP, 
* ~kEF,Cl,CH,CTI,CT2,BO,CFlSl,CFlS2, 
* C13,Cl,C53,C2,CCNST1,CONST2,C55 
CO~MJ~/I~PUT/H2B,S2b,VT,YB,~6,QB,JWIB,QW2B,BMF,GAM,COC,CGh,CJ,CMP, 

,QRF.F,Cl,C~,ICfD,lDR,CT1,CT2,BO,CfLS1,CFLS2 
CCMMJ~/CCCCC/C13,Cl,C53,C2,CCNST1,CCNST2,C55 

YL = YT 
Yl .:: VB 
MH12 = o. 
,'11121 .:: o. 
M12 -= o. 

COC (3=C OC*3 B 
COH tj=c C H*) b 

WHE~ Y2 IS LESS THAN Yl,~E SwiTCH Y,P AND ROH BET~EEN ROOMS 
1 AND 2, COMPUTE MASS FLJ~S, AND SWITCH BACK TO T~E ORIGINAL 
B~FLR[ P~TURNING TO THE CALLIN~ PRC~RAM. THIS IS OO~E TO 
AvulD DUPLICATlu~ Cf PRO~RA~ STEPS. 

lSwlCH = 1 
If(Yl .LE. Y2) GO TU 400 
SAVE:Y = '( 1 
Y1 -= V2 
Y2 = SAvtY 
SAVEI' = PI 
p 1 = P2 
1'2 -= SAVEP 
SAVER = KClil 
r<C111 = KUI12 
RCH2 = SA\/ER 
ISwlCH = -1 

400 cern I:'.juE: 

IF(ROI1I .GT. -I.E-50) ROHl=-i.E-50 
IF(kOH2 .GT. -1.E-50) RGH2=-1.E-50 

BKHCI ~ DbLE(ABS(I.+ROHl» 
(3 ~DSQRTI SRHOl) 
AKGHI = OBLE(ABSCRCHI)) 
(4 =OSQRH AROHU 
BRHC2 = DBLE'ABS(1.+ROH2J) 
C5 =DSQRT( BRH02) 
DP = P 1 - P2 

IF(DP .~E. 0.0) GO TG 2 
PI < P2 

I DP2= DP - ~OHl*(Y2-VI) 
VO NEUTRAL-PHESSURE POINT 

va = VI + DP/ROHI 
IF(RDHI .LE. ROH2) GO TO 11 
~ROH = RLHI - ROH2 
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YOl = '1'Z + DPllDROH 
IF(YU .lE. YOZ) GO TO 11 

lit! 

142 
'43 
144 
'45 
)46 
141 
148 
149 
ISO 
lSI 

If(YL .LT. YOZ) GO TO 1101 

C 

1105 A=OSQRT((Y~-YOZ)*DRGM-DPZJ 
B=(Yl-YOZJ*DRUH-DPZ 
MHZ1=Cl*CZ*C5*COHB*('1'U-'1'l,*tA+S/(A+OSQRT(B)') 

GG TU 500 
1101 DY = YU - '1'02 

~HZl = Cl*C2*CS*COHS*DV*OSQRr(DV*OROHJ 
YU=Y02 

GO Tu 111 

!52 11 IF(YO.GT.'1'2) GO TO 12 
153 111 IF (YU.l!:. '12) GO TO 11Z 
'54 B=DSQRT(DPZ) 
55 A=DSCKT(DP~+(ROH2-RaHl)*(YU-Vl) 

156 F2=(YU-YZ)*(A+B-lA*rlJ/(A+B) 
57 1111 MHll=Cl*COra*C3*C2*(Y2-YO)*OSQRT(uPL)+FlJ 

,58 IF (YL.GE.Yll GO TG 1112 . 
;59 li211 M12=cz*coce*('1'l-'1'l+C1*(YO-'1'iJ'*OSQRT(-DP) 
160 GG TG 5')0 
:61 111Z If ('1'L.GE.YO) GO TO 1113 
162 11221 M12=Cl*C2*CGCB*(YO-'1'lJ*CSQRT(-DP - ROH1*(YI-YL») 
163 GG TO 500 
164 1113 If' ('1'L.Gt..'1Z) GO TG 111'. 
'c5 ~H12=Cl*(uh8*C3*CZ*(Y2-YO)*uSQRT(DPZ)-(Vl-YO)* 

*nSQKT(OP2+KOH1*tY2-Yl»+FZ) 
106 . GO III 5Ju 
!67 1114 3=JSQRT(~P2+'ROH2-ROH1)*(Yl-'1'ZJ) 
.68 MHI2=Cl*<..~t-8*C3*CZ*(yU-YU*'A+B-A*B/(A+B» 
:6S GO 10 5JO 
'70 112 If (YU.lE.'tO) GL TG lL3 
71 1121 :"1H 12=(,1 *COHS*C 3*C.2 *( '1'U-YO) *iJSQR f( DP - ROHI * ( YU-Y 1) ) 

'72 IF (Yl.Gc.Yl' GU TO l1Z2 
173 GO Te 11211 
74 1122 IF (YL.G~.YO) GD TO 1123 
75 Gu Te 112Z1 

'76 11Z3 IF IYL.GE.YZ) GO TU 9999 
71 MH12=Cl*C0HS*C.3*C2*C(YU-YO)*OSQRTCDP - ROH1* 

*(YU-Y1»-(YL-YOJ*USQRTtOP - ROhl*(YL-Yl))) 
1d GC TO ~OO 
'79 113 IF{YU.Lc:.Yl) liD TO 114 
80 1131 If (Yl.~c.Yl' Gu Tu 1132 
81 MIL=CGC~*C2*C3*(((YI-YL)+Cl*(yo-YI) )*OSQRT(YO-Yl)-

*Cl*(YO-YU)~*1.5) 
82 GC TO 5JO 
~3 1132 ~IL=Cl*CCLH*('2*C3*(YO-YlJ**(1.5)-(YU-YU)**(1.5» 
34 GO TU sao 
&5 114 IF (YU.LT.YL) GC TO 9'199 
~6 M12=C.2*C.U(.I3lC« YU-Yll*OS(.;RT (-JP) 
67 GC TU 500 

88 
d9 
90 
91 

C 
12 DP= -DP 

DPZ=-DPZ 
IF (kGH1.GE.ROHZ) GG TO 13 
!)ROr=K(H~-FCHl 
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YO: Y2+DP2/ OROH 
IF(YU .LT. YOl GU Te 122 
IF(Yl .GE. YO) GO TO 1214 
A=YU-YO 
MH12=Cl*C2*C3*CGHS*A*DSCRT(A*OROH} 
IF(Yl .GE. YZ) GO Te lZ13 
A=Yo-yZ 
MH21=C1*CZ*CS*CCHS*A*OSQRT(A*DROH} 
IF(YL .GE. Yl1 GO TO 1212 
A= J S(.JR I ( 0 P ) 
6= D S Q R T( UP 2 1 
Ml2=CZ*CLce*(C1*(YZ-Yll*(A+UP2/(A+d)+A*(Y1-Yll' 

GO TO ?UO 
A=DSQRTlOP+RCHl*(Yl-Yl») 
8=DSI./RT(UP2J 
M12=C1*C2*CGCB*<Y2-YLl*(A+OP2/(A+B) ) 

GO TO 500 
A=YO-YL 
Mrl21=Cl*CZ*C5*CCHH*A*OSCRT(A*OROh) 

GO TU ?OO 
A=DS~kTlURGh*(YU-YZ)-OP21 
C=JRLH*(YL-Y2)-DP2 
O=DSl;iRT(C} 
MH12=C1*C2*C3*CUHB*(YU-Yl)*(A+C/(A+B») 

GC TL SuO 
IF (YU.LT.Y2) Gu TO 123 
C=OP2-(ROH2-RuHl,*tYU-Y2) 
IF (Yl.GT.Vl1 GO TO 1222 
A=DS(,jK T (DP 1 
M12=C2*CGC8*(YI-Yll*A+Cl*(Y2-Yll*(OP/(A+B)+BJ) 
~H21= Cl*CZ*CChB*C5*(YU-Y2)*(B+C/(d+DSQRr{C)J 

GO TO 500 
I~ (VL.GT.Y2J GC Te 1223 
A=JSQRTC~P+RUHl*'YL-Yl)J 
~12=CL*C2*COCB*(Y2-YL)*(A+DP2/(A.OSCKT(DP2) » 
Mh21= Cl*C2*COHb*C5*(Y~-Y2J*(d+C/'B+JSQRT(C») 

GC TL 500 
If (YL.GI.YUl G£J TC 9999 
H=JSQP1(uP2-(RGH2-ROHl)*(YL-V2)) 
MH~l= Cl*C2.CUHB.C5*(VU-YL)*(B+C/(B+DSQRT(C~) 

GO TO 5JO 
IF(~C.LT.Yl) GL TO 124 
S=DS~KT{DP+RUHI*(YU-Yl" 
If (Vl.GT.VI) GO Te 1232 
M12=C2*CCCS*«YI-Yl'*USQRT(DP)+Cl*(YU-Yll*(B+OP/(B+DSQRT(DP»» , 

GL TU ~UO 
M12=C1*C2*CCCB*(YG-YLJ*(B+A/(B+DSQRrCA») 

GC T.; 500 
412=L2*CCCd*CYU-YLJ*OS'RT(DPI 

GLJ TJ 500 

CLin INUE 
IF(YU.LE.Y2) GC TO 132 
B=DSi..kT COP 2) 
MH2l= C2*C[~B*C5*(YU-Y2)*d 
IF {YL.GE.YU GU 10 1312 
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A= 0 SCR T (0 P J 
~12=Cl*COCB*«(YI-YL)*A+Cl*(Y2-Yl).(B+OP/(A.B») 

GO TO 500 
1312 IF (~L.GE.V2) GO TO 1313 

A=DSURT(OP+ROH1*(YL-Yl») 
M12=Ll*C2*CCCB*(Y2-YL)·(B+A/(B+OSQRT(A»)) 

GO TU 500 
1313 MH21= L2.LUHS*(YJ-YLJ*DSQRT(UP2.*C5 

GO TO 500 
132 IF (YU.LT.Vl) GO Te 133 
1321 U=U$UKT(uP+RUHl*(YU-Yl)' 

If (yL.GE:.Yll GO TO 1322 
A=DSQKT(DP) 
~12=C2.CUC8*(A*(YI-YL)+Cl*(YU-YL).(B+OP/(A+B») 

GO TO 5UO 
1322 A=DP+kO~l*(Yl-Yl) 

Mi,=Ci*CZ*COCS*(YU-YlJ*(d+A/(B+DSQRT(A»)) 
GO Tn 500 

133 M12=C2*CUCB*(YU-YL)*DS~KT(np) 
GO TO 5JU 

C PI > P2 
C 

C 

2 CCNTINUE 
DPL=OP-ROHl*(Y2-Yl) 

IF(RUHl .LE. ROH21 GO TO 21 
DPOH = PLHI - ROH2 
YO = Y2 + DP2/DkCH 
IF(YU .L~. ye) GO TO 21 

IF(YL .IT. YO) GU TG 201 
L04 A=DSQRT«(Y~-Y2)*DROh-DP2) 

8='YL-Y2)*U~CH-DP2 
MH21=Cl*C2*C5*CUHB*(YU-VL'*(A+B/(A+CSQKT(S») 

GG 1U 500 
201 DY = YL - YO 

21 
211 

212 

213 

MH21 = Cl*C2*C5*COHB*CY*CSJRT(~Y*DROh) 
YJ=YO 
GO Te 211 

Ir- (yU.L1:.V2) GU 1G 22 
A=uP2+( ROd2-RCHU *nU-Y2' 
B=::>S ... ~T(oP2) 
IF (YL.GE:.Yi) GO TO 212 
C=uSCkT(uP) 
M12=-C2*~CCB*'YI-Yl)*C 
~rlL2=Cl*C2*CUHa*C3*(YU-Y2)*(B+A/(~+DSQRT(A)J)+(Y2-Yl) 

~*(B+iJP/(B+C)) 

GC TO 500 
IF (YL.Gt.'121 GU 1e 213 
C=OP-ROH1*(Yl-Yl) 
:"IH 1 2 = C. 1 • C U H B * (. 3 * , , Y \.J- Y 2 ) * ( B + A / ( 8 + iJ S CRT( A) ) ) + ( Y 2 - Y L) 

**(B+C/ttl+DSJKT(C»)) 
GO TO 500 

B=iJSQRT(OP2+(RCH2-RGH1)*(Yl-Y2') 
~H12=Cl*C2*COrl8*C3*(YU-YL)*(B+A/(B+DSQRT(A») 

GC TO 5)0 
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22 lr (YU.LE.Yl) GO TO 23 
221 ~=UP-ROHl*(YU-Yl) 

IF (YL.G~.Yl) GO TO 222 
C=OSQRT(OP) 
M12=-C2*COC8*(YI-Yl)*C 
MH12=Cl*C2*COH6*C3*(YU-Y1J*CC+A/CC+DSQRTCA») 

GO TO 500 
222 C=uSQRTCDP-ROH1*(Yl-YIlJ 

MH12=Cl*C2*COH6*C3*CYU-Yl)*'C+A/CC+DSQRTCAl» 
GC TO 500 

23 M12=-C2*CUCB*CYU-Yl)*DS~RT(OP) 
C 

c 

500 IF(IS~ICH .GT. OJ RETURN 
Y2 = Y1 
Y1 = SAVi;Y 
KCHl = kOHL 
RCHl = SAVER 
P2 = P1 
p 1 = SAVEP 
M1l = -M1l 
SAVi:P=MH12 
MH12 = MHll 
~H21 = SAVEP 
RETURN 

S9~q ~K[TE{b,6JC) 

6CO FLR~AT' IH tERROR IN SUBROUTINE FLuw2'j 
STOP 

END 

FUNcrl~~ fl~E(TtQRJ 
CCMMG~/fIR/CStC6,IFIRE 

1 F (T ell T. C 5) GO TO 5 
IfClflki: .GT. I) Gu TO 1 
FIRt=~R*(T/C5+1eOt-5) 
RETURN 

1 FIRE = ~K~EXP(C6*(T-C5') 
RETURj~ 

5 FIRE=CI'. 
KETUk~ 

I:ND 
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FUNC T ION RJE HY 1, Y2) 
COMMON/INPUT/H28,S2b,YU,YL,BB,QB,QWIB,QW2B,BMF,GAM,COC,COH,CJ,CMP, 

,QKEF,CL,CH,ICFO,IOR,CTl,CT2,BO,CFLSl,CFLS2 
VJ=V2-0.5*(VU+Yll 
IF(YJ .GT. O.Ol GO TO 10 
~JET=O.O 
RETURN 
~JET=CJ*(V2-Yll/(VU-Vll*(VJ/(H2B-Yu»)**2 
RfTURN 
END 

FUNC T rLI'l ORO IT) 
CCMMC~/I~PUT/H28,S2B,YU,VL,BBtQB,~~1BtQ~2B,8MF,GAM,COC,COH,CJ.CMP, 
,Q~Ef,CL,CH,ICFO,IDR,CT1,CT2,BO,CFLSl,CFLS2 . 
ceMMor-/Dcer-ISI 
IFIT .lE. CTl) GU TO 10 
IF(T .GE. CT2) GC TO 5 
J~O = (80-811*(T-CT1)/(CT2-(Tl)+BI 
R.ETURN 

5 DRO=SO 
KE:TUK!\ 

10 :)RC=3 I 
RETURt\ 
t:r-.o 

1 

2 

3 

10 

FUNCTILN PlUMEIV11 
THIs PRCGRAM tU~PUTES MASS FLOW ENTRAINED BV fl~E PLUME 
lCFD = 1 LINE FIRE 
ICFD = 2 AXISYM~ET~lC PLUME FRGM PClNT FIRE 
ICFD = 3 AXIS~MMETRIC PLUME FRJM FINITE DIAMET~R fIRE 

COMMCN/CCCCC/C13,C23,C53,RT2,C1,C2,CS 
CCM~JN/INPUr/H28,S2B,VU,Vl,BB,QB,Q~lB,QW2B,BMF,GAM,COC,CUH,CJ,CMP, 

,QREF,CL,Cr,ICFL,IOR,CT1,CT2,BO,CFlSl,CFLS2 
CCMMLN/PLUM/DIAMTR 

Y P=Yl-CH 
IF(YP .Lt. 0.0) GO TL 10 
~c T~ (1,2,3),ICFO 
°LUH[=2.75*CM?*Q8**C13*Cl**C23*VP 
RETuKN 
PlUME=CMP*C6**C13*VP**C53 
~ ETU" t\ . 
VC = DIM1TR*J.91 
PLUMe = CMP*CO**C13*'(YP+YO'**L53 - YC**C53J 
RETUP.t\ 
PLU:-1E=O 
PETUR.t\ 
E t\D 
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SuBROuTINE GRAPH(fPlOTl,TITLE,IT,lAST) 
DIMENSION x'903j,Yl{903).Y2{903J.Y3(9d~),Y4(903),Y5(903),Y6(903. 
O[MENSIGN TITlEII0),CO(3) 
CCMMuNJOUT/XM~,YMA.X,Yl,Y2.Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,RHOHAX 

DATA CO/3*0.01 

DC 130 ~=l.IT 
Y3(J) : Y3(J) + 1. 

130 Y4(J) = Y4(J) + 1. 

XO -= 1.0 
YO = L.O 
XMN = o. 
YMN .: o. 
SIlEX = 8. 
SIZEY :: 5. 
NOX .: 8 
NOV.: 5 
IF(lA.)T .Lt. a) GO 10 10 
ChLL VLABEl{XC,VO,XMN,XMA,SlIEX,NOx,'r* DIMENSIONLESS TIME', 

1 22,0,'(f5.0)',4) 
CALL VLAdEL(XC,VO,YMN,VMA,SlIEY,N0Y,'Y, RHO·,O,1,·(F4.1>',4J 
Tl ..: XC+l. 
TH :: 'fQ+SIZEY+3. 
CALL SYSSYE"" TL,TI;,O.20,TITLE,40,0.O) 

10 CCf-tTIMJE 
Sl~pt = (XMA-XMN)/SllEX 
XMN = XMN - SLGPE*XC 
XMA = XM~ + SlLPE*15. 
SLOPE = (YMA-YMN1/SllEY 
YMN = YMf-t - SLOPE*YO 
YMA = YM~ + SLOPE*10. 
IF(FPL~Tl .Lt. J.l) GC TO 95 
CALL XYPlCT( IT,X,Y2,XMN,XMA,YMN,Y~AfDD,O) 
CALL XY~lUr(IT,X,Y4,XMN,XMA,YMN,Y~A,OD,0) 

95 CCNTlN\jE 

5 

10 

C~LL XYPlCTlIT,X,Yl,XMN,XMA,YMN,YMA,DO,OJ 
CALL XYPLGI(lT,X,Y3,XMN,XMA,YMN,Y~A,DD,LAST) 

RETUI~~ 

E NO 

F U NC TIL N DRS ( T) 
CCMMU~/lNPUT/H2B,S2b,YU,YL,8B,~B,Q~lB,QW2B,BMF,~AM,CUC,COh,CJ,CMP, 
,~REF,CL,LH,lCFD,ID~,CT1,CT2,BO,CFLS1,CFlS2 
Ir(T .Lt. CTl) GU TL 10 
Ir(T .~E. CT2) GO TL 5 
ORS=BC*(1.0-(T-CT1}/ICT2-CT1)' 
RETUR~ 

DR 5=0. 
kF.TURN 
DRS:BO 
RET JRN 
END 
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D. SAMPLE COMPUTATION 

A sample computation was carried out for a two-room combination 

with the fol1owing input parameters: 

a) Room 1: one closed window to outdoors. The leak through 

the window is simulated by having a very narrow opening 

specified by: 

ZU(1, 1) = 0.8, ZL(1, 1) = 0.4, ZB(1, 1) = 0.0025 

b) Room 2: Same height and area as 1. H2B = 1. 0, S2B = 1.0; 

one door to outdoors. ful1y open: 

ZU(1,2) = 0.813, ZL(I,2) = 0.0, ZB(I,2) = 0.375 

c) Between two rooms: One door, closed (with leak) at the 

beginning, starts to open at t* = 10, fully open at t* = 11. 5 

and thereafter, 

YU = 0.813, YL = 0.0, BO = 0.375, BI = 0.002 

where BI is width of the door leak 

!DR = I, CTI = 10.0, CT2 = 11.5 

d) Fire: starts from a small value, builds up to full strength 

by t* = 8.0, and remains const ant thereafter. 

QREF = 0.01, C5 = 8.0 

e) Heat loss to the wal1s: Arbitrarily chosen to be 

CFLSI = 0.25, CFLS2 = 0.20 

f} Other parameters are as specified in the main program listed 

in Section D of the Appendix. 
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The printed output for this case is given in Section E following 

the program listing. The first table, after the input parameters, gives 

Y2 = Y2/h l' RHOSTR2 = (Ph2 - poo)/p oo ' PSTR2 = (P2 - poo)/poogh l as 

a function of TSTR = Q~I/3t·v-g-hi hIlS I = t*. The second table lists 

the mass fluxes and fire strength at the corresponding time steps. In 

this table, the following dimensionles s variables are given: 

SUMl, SUM2 = algebraic sum of cold air flow between outdoors 

and room I or 2. Positive for inflow. 

SUMHI, SUMH2 = sum of hot gas flow to outdoors from room 

I or 2. Positive for outflow. 

MI2, MHl2, = cold and hot gas flow between room 1 and 2. 1£ 
MH2I 

MJET = 
MENT = 

Q = 

MI2>O the flow is from room 2 to room 1; 

MHij >0, from room i to room j. 

cold air flow entrained by the door jet in room 2. 

cold air flow entrained by the fire plume in 

room 1. 

Heat input rate normalized by peT h
I

2YghI 
00 p 00 

Also YI, Y2, Ph/Poo' and Ph2/ Poo are plotted against t* in Figure 7. 

We see that Y2 = land RHOSTR2 = 0 for 0 s; TSTR ~ 2.2, since during this 

period Y 1> YU = 0.813 and hence, the hot gas from room I cannot flow into 

room 2. As soon as YI < YU in room 1, Y2 and RHOSTR2 start to change 

but only slowly because the width of opening is very small. Also, note 

that PSTR is positive in both rooms; namely, the room pressure is higher 
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than the outdoor pressure. The cold air in room 1 is rapidly entrained 

by the fire plume. heated and convected into the ceiling layer. and t~ 

resulting volume expansion is forcing the air out of room 1 through 

small gaps in the window and the door until the door is opened. Shortly 

after t* = 2.4 (IT = 97). the ceiling layer reaches the window soffit level. 

and the hot gas in addition to the cold air starts leaking out of room 1 

through the window to the outdoors. (SUMHI> 0). Around t* = 7.8 (IT = 313) 

the ceiling layer completely covers the window and the cold air leak through 

the window is cut off (SUMI = 0). In room 2. during this period. the 

ceiling layer is above the soffit of the door leading to the outdoors. and 

the growth of ceiling layer thickness and the cold air pushed into room 2 

from room 1 are forcing the cold air out through the door. 

As soon as the door between rooms 1 and 2 is opened (from t>!< = 10 

to 11.5). the hot gas gushes into room 2 (MHI2 increases almost ten folds 

at t* = 12. IT = 409). the ceiling layer thickness in room 1 quickly de-

creases. the ceiling layer in room 2 rapidly thickens, and hot gas starts 

flowing out of room 2 through the door to the outdoors (SUMH2>0). After these 

rapid changes, the flow field gradually approaches the equilibrium condition. 

Note also that. after the inner door is opened. the room pressures become 

negative (lower then the outdoor pressure) in order to bring fresh air into 

the rooms to balance the increased hot gas outflow. 

The computation was carried out in dimensionless variables. If we 

2 0 
take hI = h2 = 2.5 m. SI = S2 = 20 m • Too = 20 C. then 

4 -4 
0* = 0/(1. 11 x 10 kw), p* = (p-p )/(2.94 x 10 atm) 

00 

t* = t/(1.620*-I/3 sec.) 

Thus 0* = 0.01 corresponds to a five strength of III kw (106 Btu/sec); 

p"" = 1. to p_p = 2.94 x 10- 4 atm (0.62 Ib/ft2); and t,!< = 1. to t = 7.52 sec. 
00 
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E. PARAMETER VALUES FOR SAMPLE CALCULA TrONS 

Values of various parameters calculated as a function of time 

for the example shown in Figure 7 and discussed in Appendix, Section 

D. (Note the definitions of the parameters listed here are given in 

detail in Section D. ) 
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11 
25 
33 
41 
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57 
t~ 
1J 
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97 
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III 
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137 
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161 
169 
177 
185 
193 
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225 
2)) 
241 
249 
2.51 
2t 5 
213 
~F.l 

eDeN CPF~[~E eETwEE~ ROG~S III 16111 

[NPLT P~RAMEIER5 

YU 
H2b 

CR Ef 
C'4P 

IGFO 
lOR 

0.81.30 
1.0C(0 

0.01000 
C. 1 ff ~ 

2 
1 

Yl 
Sle 

0.0 
1.000 

(5 6.0000 
CLC : 0.6000 

CH 
(ll 

C.O 
10.vO 

~DLIT [[NAL CPHIt-.GS It-. POOl 
ZU lL 

80 J.3150 

CfLS}= 0.2500 
LOH 0.6000 

Gl 
el2 

0.0 
L 1.~0 

CflS2= C.2eoO 

C.feeo C. 4uC C 
IB 

0.0025 

AOLlll(~Al (FE,..I"'GS I,.. RC(~ 2 
ZU II 

0.0 

TSTR 

C.O 
0.20 
0.40 
C.60 
0.80 
1.00 
l.l0 
1.40 
1.60 
1.(10 
2.00 
2.20 
2.40 
2.60 
2.30 
3.00 
3.21) 
3.4C 
3.60 
3.90 
4.00 
1 •• 20 
4.40 
4.60 
4.8(; 
5. VC 
~.20 

;.40 
5.60 
;.av 
6.00 
6.l0 
6. ItO 
6. (,0 
b.1l0 
'.00 

O.fUO 

Yl . RHOSTRI 

C.LOOOOOE 01 -0.115395[-03 
0.9~1187E OC -C.LCtC54E-01 
0.S19390E 00 -O.Lte917t-01 
0.~t4E55E CC -0.l2l924E-CI 
C.94ee71E co -0.2.7~~99E-Ol 
0.S31843E 00 -0.319216[-01 
C.~14047E OC -0.3£4560E-Ol 
0.8S569CE 00 -0.408610E-Ol 
a.876929E 00 -0.452621(-01 
C.f51692E GO -C.4Stle3E-01 
0.S33682E 00 -0.53953~l-01 
0.819384l 00 -0.5e3018[-01 
0.8e0074E co -C.t~tEt4E-CI 
0.7B0854E 00 -0.610996[-01 
0.ltlE(3E CC -C.715562f-Ol 
C.142S68E 00 -0.7te632E-OI 
C.124389E Ov -0.806261l-01 
(.lCt(~~E CC -0.E~24~1l-Cl 
0.6S81l5E 00 -O.8~9379t-01 
0.610491E ao -0.9469Jlt-Cl 
0.~!3214E CC -C.9S~IS5E-Ol 
0.636308E GC -0.IC4417E 00 
(.61S7E~t OC -0.lCS389E 00 
0.603t~5E 00 -0.11~43~E 00 
0.581921£ VO -0.119556E 00 
C.5i25EE[ CC -0.124154E 00 
0.5576S1E 00 -C.1300lBE OC 
0.543128E 00 -0.13~378E 00 
0.5L90CIE 00 -C.I~Ce(5E (C 
0.515273E CC -0.1~63C8E 00 
0.5Cl~4C( CO -C.151BB6l 00 
0.4EE9 c 7E uo -O.I~153qE 00 
O.416441l 00 -0.lb3266l 00 
0.4t41fJ[ CC -0.ltS066l 00 
0.452459[ 00 -0.11~9J8l 00 
U.4410221: 00 -0.lBUb80t 00 

P Slkl 

0.1 B294E-08 
0.108659£-02 
C .i83351E-VI 
o .631451E-Ol 
0.1l3311E 00 
0.I71C511: OV 
O.254946E 00 
C.347eC3E co 
0.453223£ 00 
0.5136C3(; 00 
C.108146£ 00 
a .856851E OJ 
0.101905E 01 
0.119310£ 01 
0.131993E 01 
C.151S2JE 01 
o .179017E 01 
0.201420E vi 
C .2.t4C;leE Cl 
0.24953~E 01 
C.275234E 01 
0.301917E 01 
o .329124E 01 
G.358433E Cl 
... 3B8062E 01 
o .4Ie56tIE 01 
C.449C;C1[ Cl 
v.4B2034E 01 
0.514<103[ 01 
0.541!466E 01 
a .58261'1E 01 
0.617493F 01 
o .65l8bd 01 
0.688136E 01 
C.125(14E Cl 
U.76182lE 01 

III 
C.3750 

Y2 RH(S I R2 

0.100000E 01 0.0 
0.100000E 01 0.0 
O.IOOOOOE 01 O.L 
0.100000E 01 0.0 
C.l00000E 01 0.0 
C.I00000E 01 0.0 
0.100000E 01 0.0 
(.10GOOOE 01 0.0 
C.I00000E 01 0.0 
0.100000EO} 0.0 
C.lOOOOOE 01 O.C 
0.100000E O} 0.0 
0.Q99181E 00 -0.162)46E-02 
C.999313E 00 -0. 31E41CE-(2 
0.998815E 00 -0.563700~-02 
C.S9S091E 00 -0.124670t-Ol 
C.«;91177E 00 -0.6665.27E-02 
0.996052E 00 -0.99]314[-02 
C. <;94692E 00 -0.1l0840l-01 
0.99]018E 00 -0.121418[-01 
0.991190E 00 -0.1]1281[-01 
C.989011E 00 -0. 14C6CH-Ol 
0.986S26E 00 -0.14<;5251:-01 
C.983721E co -0.158113E-OI 
0.9805S<1E OC -O.16£654~-(;1 
0.911123[ 00 -0.175055E-OL 
C.913321£ CO -0.183458£-01 
0.969162£ 00 -0.}91930E-01 
0.964111E 00 -0.200535E-Ol 
0.959915E 00 -0.2(;<;326E-Ol 
0.954903[ 00 -0.218356E-CI 
C."4S388E OC -0.227665£-01 
C.943685E VO -O.B12S6E-,a 
0.937109E 00 -0.2412e61:-01 
C.931480F. co -0.257661[-01 
C.925017E ce -0.26e412E-CI 

I MAX= 40 •. 

.. STR2 

O. 32.:.! 501:-13 
0.101568E-06 
II. dO;) 952E-06 
v.181314E-05 
O. 3U 315E-05 
0.503596E-05 
0.72;160E-05 
0.98/004E-05 
O. 12d91~E:-04 
0.163154E-04 
0.201422£-04 
0.l4.j 71'1E-04 
0.2'lll041E-04 
J..H~949E-04 

Od'U612E-04 
O. ";)115610-04 
v. ~ll376E-04 
v.!J1I214E-04 
<1.04;) 19IE-04 
O. 111914E- 04 
0.79 J 46 4[-0'0 
u. d1, 50CE-O'. 
0.95 .. 919E-U4 
0.10 .. 065E-03 
0. 11l96~E-03 
O.!2..! IS1E-03 
0.1.j170Bl-03 
O. l't154QE-03 
0.1516b8E-03 
O. loe:: 085(:-03 
O. 171 78 It£- 0 3 
o. lIU 151E-03 
0.19 .. 9961:-03 
0.200494E-03 
O. l lu 244E-03 
O. l3v231E-0] 

00 
111 



289 1.20 0.Io2991t3E 00 -0. Hte92E 00 0.1'i893ttE 01 0.918339E 00 -O.279728E-OI 0.2't~"65E-03 
291 7.",0 0.419217£ 00 -0.1~2~72E 00 0.836366E 01 0.911",67E 00 -0.29l1t6U-01 Il. ~!;'t 922E-03 
305 1.60 C.4CE81",E 00 -0.1~'i118E 00 o .814068E 01 0.904"22E 00 -0.3037C3£-01 0.2b1599E-03 
313 7.80 0.3C;UI!7E 00 -0.2C~33OE 00 0.912233£ 01 C.89722"£ 00 -0.316"68E-Ol 0.280563E-03 
321 8.00 0.389031E 00 -0.211605E 00 0.952396E 01 V.B89888E 00 -0.3297SCE-Ol 0. 29't29 !E-03 
329 8.20 0.310;580;E CO -0.2178"31: 00 0.9H911£ 01 0.882520E 00 -0.343519£-01 O.l9HIoIE-03 
331 8.",0 0.370502£ 00 -0.22~951£ CO 0.937t65E 01 C.875221E 00 -0.357482E-Ol 0.29,61 ioE-03 
3105 8.60 0.361751£ 00 -0.229940£ 00 0.930428E 01 0.867997E 00 -0.311612E-Ol 0.291803£-03 
353 8.80 0.353319E 00 -0.23~819E CO o .923266E 01 0.860953£ 00 -0.386083£-01 0.l'HOO'iE-03 
361 9.00 0.345190E 00 -0.2101594E 00 C .916117E 01 c. 85 3793E 00 -0. 40Cll OE-Ol O. ~9"'2 30E-03 
369 9.20 0.331350£ OC -0;247213f: 00 0.909158£ 01 0.846820E 00 -0."'15550E-Ol 1.I.289"'6I:E-03 
371 9.40 0.32cn85£ 00 -0.25£863£ 00 0.<;02205E ot 0.839931E DC -0."30591£-01 0.28d 71lte-03 
385 9.60 0.322482E 00 -0.258361E 00 o .895319E 01 0.833145E 00 -0. Itlt58lt9E-01 0.287915E-03 
393 9.80 C.3151t2eE CC -0.263793E 00 0.888lt98E 01 0.826""6E 00 -0.46130lE-01 0.2872108E-03 
ItO 1 10.00 0.308612E 00 -0.2b91102£ 00 O.B81lltOE 01 (.819840E 00 -0.416950E-Ol 0.28&>533E-03 00 
1009 12.00 0.315538E 00 -0.316838E 00 -0.25"015E-Ol 0.6022"9E 00 -0. 129898E 00 -0.Ib1842£-03 0' 
"11 1".00 0.1t53051£ co -0.3"~160£ 00 -0.135C;90E-Ol 0.50"091E 00 -o.189166E 00 -0."11909e-02 
"25 16.00 0."69699E 00 -0.361139E CC -0.12lt1C;8E-01 0.",96021E 00 -0.223118E 00 -0.~2~.66E-02 
"33 18.00 0."14192E 00 -0.3106.0E 00 -0.126132E-Ol 0.508858E 00 -0.2"9591E 00 -0.b58810E-02 
41tl 20.00 0.1tl8121E 00 -0.3it5t8E 00 -0.12.11tl[-01 0.52382~E 00 -o.211102E 00 -0.bl1353E-02 

""9 22.00 0.481979E 00 -0.319895f 00 -0.121266E-Ol 0.531161£ 00 -0.2e80ElE 00 -0. 599881E-02 
451 210.00 0."E!2~~E 00 -0.381,,08E 00 -0.117253E-Ol 0.5"1993E 00 -0.300925E 00 -0.5b!"'50E~02 
1t65 26.00 0.1t8188~E CC -0.3EI113E 00 -0.113516E-Ol 0.556211£ 00 -0.310235£ 00 -0.~2d266£-02 
413 28.00 0."89151E 00 -0.381"98E 00 -0.11058"E-Ol 0.562322E 00 -0.31001E 00 -0. !)o~0ge£-02 
"81 30.00 0.1t~103t£ CC -O.J80930E 00 -0.10830"E-Ol 0.56658~E 00 -o.321025E 00 -0."'8~55~E-02 
1t89 32.00 0."~1866E 00 -0.380282E 00 -C.I06t51E-01 C.569",85£ 00 -0.323185£ 00 -0.46i1S",U-02 
-'91 H.OO O.4C;2319E 00 -0.319672E 00 -0.105"95E-Ol 0.51l391E 00 -0.325467£ 00 -0. "51180EE-02 
505 36.00 0.1tC;261~E 00 -0.319151E 00 -0.10~712E-Ol 0.572615E 00 -0.32t"'32E 00 -0 •• 5~23"E-02 
513 38.00 O.",C;Z8",2E 00 -0.31E135£ 00 -0.10"198[-01 0.513360E 00 -0.3269"2E 00 -0.441919E-02 
'21 "0.00 0."~2921£ 00 -0.31B"11E 00 -0.103812E-Ol 0.511195E 00 -0.327115E 00 -0 •• "H 14E-02 

R~CSTAR-MAX • -0.3f1113E 00 



IT SUr-I SUM .. 1 SUM2 SUHH2 Hl·2 MH12 "JH HENT Q 

1 -0.28~tlE-C7 C. C -0.46439E-07 0.0 -0.46439E-07 0.0 1.1.0 C.86566E-1l3 0.10COOE-06 
9 -1.1.71431 E-Olo 0.0 -0.116141:-03 0.0 -0. 1161IoE-03 0.0 0.0 0.1l590E-01 0.25010£:-03 

11 -c. 14283E-C3 0.0 -0 .23214 E-03 0.0 -0.23224E-(3 c. C \.1.0 0.1102981:-01 0.50010E-03 
25 -C.21l,2JE-C3 O.C -c. 34834E-03 0.0 -1.1 .31083 4£-03 0.0 \.1.0 0.15961,E-Ol 0.75010E-03 
33 -0.28564E-03 0.0 -0.I,641,4E-03 0.0 - O. 46444E-03 O. a 1.1.0 0.170891:-,)1 0.10001E-02 
U -C.3570ItE-C3 0.0 -0.58054E-03 0.0 -0.5805IoE-03 0.0 0.0 O.l1l1blE-Ol 0.12501E-02 
109 -0.1028104£-03 0.0 -C.6S663E-03 0.0 -0.69663E-03 0.0 \.1.0 0.18179E-Ol 0.15COIE-02 
57 -0.49984E-03 0.0 -0.812Bt-03 0.0 -0.81273£-03 C. C ('.0 0.18705E-Ill 0.I1S0lE-02 
65 -0.57124E-03 C.O -0.92883£-03 0.0 -0.92883E-03 C.O 0.0 0.1887'1E-Ol 0.2000lE-02 
H -0 .61,Zt 5E-C3 0.0 -C.I044<;E-02 0.0 -0.104"qE-02 0.0 J .0 0.18929f.-Ol 0.2250U:-02 
81 -0.711005[-03 0.0 -0. lHoIO £-1.12 0.0 -C.1l610E-02 C. (. 0.0 0.18880E-01 0.2500lE-02 
89 -0.7851,5E-0 0.0 -0.12711£-02 0.0 -0.12771 E-02 0.0 \.1.0 0.18747E-Ol 0.27501E-02 
97 -0.85657E-03 0.0 -0. 139} 2E-02 0.0 - O. 13 706E- 02 0.2110441:-"4 0.353112E-U3 0.lB:;4H-Ol 0.30001E-02 

lC5 -c. £8248E-C3 C.42860E-04 -0.150831:-02 0.0 -0.141074E-02 0.51519E-\)" 0.45874E-03 0.18292E-Ol 0.3250 lE-02 
113 -0.<;015'1£-03 0.<;1160E-04 -0. 1623lE-02 0.0 -0.15181E-02 0.98407E-04 \.I.5822'1E-03 0.1799 JE- a 1 C. 35001£:-02 
121 -0.<;142'H-03 o • 14624t-03 -0. 1731H-02 0.0 - O. 15845E-02 C.14368E.-03 0.72!il51:-03 U.l1b59E-01 1.1.3150 iE-02 
129 -c. <;2086E-03 C.20598~-03 -C.1851H-02 1.1.0 -0.1645lE-02 C.1931"E-03 \.I.8E764E-03 0.172<;8E-Ol 0.4000lE-02 
131 -0.92 155E-03 C. 270£ 5E-03 -ColSb551:-C2 0.0 -0.170061:-02 o. 2ltb5 3I;-OJ ,j .l0695E-02 0.lb914~-01 0."2 5C 11:-02 
145 -0.9166itE-03 0.33992E-03 -0 .l0789 [-Jl 0.0 -0. 17513E-02 C. 3C351E -1)3 0.12702E-Ol 0.10515E-01 0.4500lE-02 
153 -0. 'lOt" lE-C3 0.41343E-03 -0.21919E-02 0.0 -0.11974 [-02 0.36398E-03 \.I.14B831:-02 0.16103E-01 0.47501E-02 
161 -0.1!9114E-03 0.49086E-03 -0.23041oE-02 0.0 - 0.IB391E-02 C."215lE-03 0.1122"E-02 0.156831:-01 U. 5000 1~-02 
It .. -c. 87111 [-03 0.51185E-03 -u.24164E-02. 0.0 -0.18165E-02 0.I,'i38bE-03 0.1<;101E-02 0.15259E-01 1).52501E-02 
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